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The purpose of this thesis is to describe the Navy's
manpower requirements determination process and to demonstrate
how these requirements are used by the Department of Defense
Flanning, Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS). This
thesis discusses: the Department of Defense (DOD) PPBS, the
Navy's Program Objective Memoranda (PCM) development, the
Navy's three manpower requirements determination programs
(ships, aircraft squadrons and shore establishments), and
a classroom simulation of the Navy's PCM development process.
The existing system, key players, major roles, chronology of
events and organizational inter-relationships are described
as they currently function.
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This the sis is primarily concerned with the Navy's
Manpower resources and how they are planned, programmed and
budgeted. The process includes the determination of manpower
requirements for each activity. These requirements are based
upon the activities' Required Operational Capabilities (ROC)
and the Projected Operational Environment (P03). The ROC/POE
are written statements which are prepared and issued by the
activities' Resource Sponsor. Based upon the ROC/POE, the
Navy's Manpower and Material Analysis Centers, Atlantic and
Pacific (NAVMMACLANT/NAVMMACPAC) determine the staffing
lHctU7>^(j
-THAT ^F 7"#£ f^ 1/-^ C
requirements for each activity in the Navy; The resulting
requirements are published for each activity in an SMD
(Ship Manpower Document), SQMD (Squadron Manpower Document),
or SHMD (Shore Manpower Document) depending upon whether the
activity is a ship, aircraft squadron, or shore establishment.
The SMDs, SQMDs, and SHMDs represent the foundation for the
Navy's Manpower Authorizations (OPNAV FORM 1000/2).
The manpower authorizations, officer and enlisted, for
each Naval activity are stored in Washington, D.C. in The
Manpower Personnel Management Information System (MAPMIS).
This information is used internally to plan, program and
budget the Navy '3 manpower resources. Planning the Navy's
manpower resources is a function of the force requirements
or end strength necessary for the Navy to perform its mission.
3

The Navy's manpower resources are fiscally-constrained
and are programmed for five years. This five-year forecast
is called the DNFYP (Department of the Navy Five Year Flan);
it contains a five year projection of all of the Navy's
resources. All of the services are required to publish
their projected resource requirements, including manpower,
in a Program Objective Memoranda (POM). The POM is developed
by each service and submitted to the Secretary of Defense
for his review and approval. The Secretary of Defense (3SCDE?)
reviews the service POMs and then decides which programs
are necessary for national security. Each service submits
a budget estimate to SZCD2F for its approved programs. These
estimates are reviewed by OSD (Office of the Secretary of
Defense) and combined with other DOD budgetary considerations
to form the Department of Defense budget. The DOD budget is
submitted to the President for his review and approval. The
President combines the DOD budgetary input with other federal
budgetary estimates and the composite estimate is the national
budget. The national budget is submitted to Congress for its
review and approval.
Each service is required to plan, program and budget its
resources in five year increments (Five Year Defense Plan/
FYDP). This process is called the DOD Planning, Programming
and Budgeting System (PPBS). Since the DOD ??33 system
impacts on the planning, programming and budgeting of all
9

DOD resources, it would be beneficial for the reader to know




With this in mind, paragraph 3 of this chapter describes
the evolution of PP33. Chapter II is devoted to a thorough
discussion of the DOD PPBS system, and Chapter III outlines
the Navy's Program Objectives Memoranda (POM) development
process. Chapter IV discusses the POM development support
functions. Chapter V describes the Navy's Manpower require-
ments determination processes, i.e., manpower needs of ships,
aircraft squadrons and shore establishments. Chapter VI is
a summary of chapters II through V, and Enclosure I describes
a classroom simulation of the Navy's PCM development process.
B. EVOLUTION 0? PPBS
Prior to the Department of Defense (DOD) Reorganization
Act of 1958, the Secretary of Defense (SECDE?) had very
little legal authority with respect to shaping the national
defense program. The House and Senate Armed Services Commi-
ttees believed that national defense was a military matter
and that only military leaders were capable of determining
the nation's needs for national defense. Similarly, any
attempts to criticize or reduce the defense programs which
military leaders had recommended, was considered as risking
the nation's security; and when criticism did occur, it was
10

exposed and quickly suppressed. However, as time went on,
the nation became more and more concerned about the enormity
of defense expenditures, i.e., expensive weapon systems and
manpower.
There was growing concern over domestic needs, and many
people believed that the Secretary of Defense should be
granted more power to control the consolidated defense
establishment. So, the DOD Reorganization Act of 1953 was
passed and SECDEF was granted the following authority:
to determine the force structure of the military services,
to supervise all DOD research and engineering activities,
and the authority to transfer, reassign, consolidate and
2terminate combatant functions as required. Although the
DOD Reorganization Act of 1958 -n-ad provided the Secretary
of Defense with the requisite authority to manage the defense
establishment, as late as January 1961 this authority had
not been fully utilized.
Therefore, when Robert McNamara assumed the office of
Secretary of Defense, he made it perfectly clear that he was
in charge. "He insisted on integrating and balancing the
nation's foreign policy, military strategy, force require-
ments, and defense budget."-^ He also insisted that all
Snthoven, Alan G. and Smith, Wayne X. , How Much is Enough ,
First Edition, Harper Colophon Brooks, 1972, p. 1.
2 Ibid., p. 2.
^Ibid
. , p. 31
11

defense problems be approached rationally and analytically
with national interest as the bottom line. Since the
Reorganization Act provided 3ECDSF with adequate authority
to manage DOD, McNamara was interested in the development
of essential management tools which could be used to make
sound decisions on crucial national security matters.
Robert McNamara tasked Charles J. Hitch, Comptroller,
"with the responsibility for making a systematic analysis
of all requirements and incorporating these into a five-year,
program-oriented defense budget, the first of which was to
be completed in nine months."^" Hitch had been head of the
economics division of the Rand Corporation and was considered
to be one of the national experts in the field of program
budgeting as well as in the application of economic analysis
techniques to defense problems. Hitch accomplished this
task by adapting a methodology which Rand Corporation had
used 3ince 195*4-, a method called program budgeting. Rand
used program budgeting "for considering resource requirements
in military planning. ^ This process was later named The
Planning, Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS) and it




-^Sdgmon, B.R., Greenan III, J.E., Peterson, P.M, Rosciam,
C.J., Shehane, C.T., The PP3S in the Department of Defense
,
The George Washington University, Naval School of Health
Care Administration, March 25, 1977, P. 1.
12

The PPBS system is a management tool which is used by
defense planners to develop a balanced defense program. It
requires all of the DOD components to plan ahead, evaluate




II. PLANNING, PROGRAMMING AND BUDGETING 3Y3TSM
A. OVERVIEW OF THE DOD PPB3 SYSTEM
The military Planning, Programming and Budgeting System
(PPBS) is a comprehenisve management vehicle, which is used
to allocate DOD resources, manpower and capital, such that
specific national objectives are accomplished effectively
and efficiently. The PPB3 process begins each year with the
gathering of intelligence information and subsequent identi-
fication and evaluation of the perceived national threat.
Based upon the threat, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JC3) make
military assessments and develop strategic plans. These
plans are not fiscally-constrained and are submitted to the
office of the Secretary of Defense (03D) to assist the
Secretary in preparation of his fiscally-constrained consoli-
dated guidance (CG). Then, the Secretary of Defense (3ECDSE)
promulgates his fiscally-constrained strategic plans, or
consolidated guidance, to each of the military services.
"Each of the services develops the recommended forces (in-
cluding manpower) to meet the guidance and submits them to
OSD in the form of Program Objectives Memoranda and budgets.
The Program Objectives and budgets of the services are then
combined into a defense budget which is submitted to the
President through OMB.'V The defense budget, along with
Wedding, David A., and Hutchins Jr., Elmer 3., Navv
Manpower Planning and Programming: Basis for Systems Exam-
ination
.. NPR3XT . 197li. o. 2ii.
ik

other inputs, become the foundation for the Presidential
budget and the entire package is submitted to Congress for
its approval. Congressional hearings are then conducted
to evaluate the President's budget and an approved budget
is formulated, "in terms of appropriation bills." These
appropriation bills are then submitted to the President for
his signature. After Presidential approval, the office of
Management and Budget (0MB) distributes the approved funds
to OSD, and OSD allocates the money to each of the military
services accordingly. Figure 2-1 represents a simplified
Version of the DOD PPBS System.
As'^epicted in Appendix A,, Budgets are planned and pro-
grammed three years in advance of execution and at any given
time, one or more of the PPBS activities may overlap each
other. Similarly, as one analyses the DCD's PPBS system,
one comes to suspect that verv few of the participants
understand the system as a whole. Countless decisions and
interactions occur daily at every level of DOD, and it is
probably nearly impossible for anyone to keep the "big
picture in mind. Therefore, the scope of this thoo-i-c will
be limited to the PPBS system, as it relates to the Navy's
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B. PPBS MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION AS IT RELATES TO THE NAVY
In October 1971;, the Naval Personnel Research and Develop-
ment Center (NPRDC) published a report entitled "Navy Manpower
Planning and Programming: Basis for Systems Examination."
This report described seven organizational levels and four
distinct communication loops involved in Navy manpower plan-
ning and programming. The seven organizational levels were
"defined as points in the management chain at which decisions
are made and from x^hich information/direction is passed to
higher or lower authority. " As depicted in Appendix 3, level
one (the highest level) consists of the President, 0MB and
Congress. Level two is composed of the office of the
Secretary of Defense (OSD) and the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS).
The third level consists of the Secretary of the Navy (SECNAV)
and the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO). Subsequent organi-
Q
zational levels are as fcllows : level four - Sponsors,
8 Ibid
. t p. 22
Q
Sponsors are flag officers, who are responsible for
managing large portions of the Navy's resources. Currently,
there are three types of sponsors in the department of the
Navy: resource, appropriations and assessment, sponsor assign
ments have not been made in the warfare task, supporting
warfare task and functional task areas. Each is a Deputy
Chief of Naval Operations (DCNO) or Director Major Staff
Office (DMSO). Appendices -G, H and I list the sponsor





level five - Major Claimants, level six - Subclaimants,
12
and level seven - the activities. Essentially, the posi-
tions listed in the seven organizational levels comprise the
major participants in the FPBS management organization as it
relates to the Navy, However, the reader should realize that
countless personnel perform a nearly infinite number of tasks
behind the scenes at each organizational level. Therefore,
the next paragraph examines the four major communication loops,
in an attempt to uncover some of the responsibilities of each
level.
The first communication loop • consists of organizational
levels one and two, i.e. the President, 0MB, Congress and OSD.
Manpower claimants are major commanders or bureaus
which are responsible for large blocks of manpower. The
claimant represents the interface between fleet activities
(ships, aircraft squadrons, etc.) and the sponsors. Based
upon the realistic needs of fleet activities, claimants can
recommend changes to manpower allocations for subclaimants
and activities. Appendix J is a list of manpower claimants.
Subclaimants: some claimants have subclaimants assigned
to them. For example, CNET (Chief of Naval Education and
Training) is a manpower claimant and he has CNTECHTRA (Chief
of Naval Technical* Training ) and CNATRA (Chief of Naval Avia-
tion Training) assigned to him as subclaimants. Similarly,
CINCLANT fleet has Airlant and Surflart as subclaimants.
The subclaimant is responsible for managing some component
of the Navy for the claimant. In some respects, subclaimants
are like assistant claimants.




This loop is external to the Department of Defense and it is
responsible for PPBS oversight, budgetary constraints and
national defense goals and guidance. The second communication
loop is comprised of organizational levels two and three,
i.e., OSD, JCS, SECNAV, and CNO. This loop "represents the
network of communications through which the Navy is tied to
the total defense community and the Navy f s required capabili-
1 3ties are developed and approved. " J Loop three is composed
of organizational levels three, four and five, i.e., the
CNO, Sponsors and Claimants. These people are responsible
for planning, programming, budgeting and implementing the
programs which enable the Navy to meet its operational
requirements. The final communications loop is number four.
It containes organizational levels five, six and seven, i.e.,
the Claimants, Subclaimant s, and Activities. The people in
this loop are primarily concerned with allocating available
resources such that Fleet activities are capable of meeting
their operational requirements. As the reader may have
suspected, the Sponsors and Claimants play a major role in
the PPBS process. Their specific duties will be discussed
in a subsequent Chapter entitled "Navy POM Development."
T
.-»*ith this in mind, the Joint Strategic Planning System will
now be examined.
13,bedding, David A., and Hut chins Jr., Elmer 3., lav
Manpower Planning and Programming: Basis for Systems Exam-
ination
. NPRDC, 197k. p. 22.
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/jj^ THE JOINT STRATEGIC PLANNING SYSTEM (J3PS)
"The Planning Phase of PPB3 is a period of broad assess-
ment. ^ During this period, National Security policy goals
are defined based upon the current threat. The military
capabilities which are necessary to meet these goals and
to combat the threat are identified. Then, force levels are
established and manpower requirements are determined, quan-
tity and quality, which will provide the necessary military
Car* P-i'
capabilities. Long, medium and short range planning is done
and all seven of the previously described organizational
refels are involved. However, in October 1977 the Secretary
of Defense directed that the ??BS system be revised such that
it would meet the following objectives. First, he wanted
Presidential involvement early in the cycle. Second, he
wanted the President and Secretary of Defense "to play an
id
active role in shaping the defense program. " Third, he
intended to strengthen the link which connects planning,
programming and fiscal guidance. Fourth, he intended that
all orograms be creceded by rational discussion, Fifth,
lL
^Director of Navy Program Planning (OP-090), Chief of
Naval Operations Manpower. Personnel, and Training* Program-
ming Manual
. Part I, American Management Systems, Inc.,
Arlington, 7a., p. I-!;.
ISPlannms Procrammins* and Buielsetins System, Command
Magazine, Vol. 2, No. 1, January 1979, American Forces Fress-
Service, Arlington, 7a., p.l.
20

the SSCDEF wanted to insure that all programs are analyzed
in terms of their contribution to the defense effort. As a
result of these five objectives, the entire DOD FPB3 process
was streamlined. Some reports were eliminated, others were
consolidated, and many of their names were changed. There-
fore, the PPBS system will be described as it currently
exists, and major changes will be highlighted in the dis-
cussion. Figure 2-2 demonstrates the relationship of the
Joint Strategic Planning System (JSPS) to the DOD PPBS
system.
Each year, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, respective military
services and the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) work
together to produce the Joint In"te^rlr4genee E st imate -for
Piannxng ttTTSP) * The JJL2P" examines power relationships
throughout the world and attempts to predict future world
affairs. This document is intended to be "the intelligence
basis for all other documents developed within the Joint__
Strategic Planning System.""" Specifically, the JIE? is the
foundation for the Joint Long-Range Estimated Intelligence
Document (JLREID), the Joint Long-Range Strategic Study
(JXRSS), the Joint Research and Development Objectives
S
Document \JRDOD), the Joint Strategic Objectives Flan (JSOP),
16Wedding, David A., and Hutchina Jr., Slmer S., Tavy
Manpower Planning and Programming
:
Basis for Systems Exar
ination
.
































































































the Joint Forces Memorandum (JFM) and. the Joint Strategic
Capabilities Flan (JSCP). Since the aforementioned documents
play a major role in the DOD PPBS process, each will be
discussed briefly in the follox>ring paragraph. However, the
JSOP and JFM documents are no longer developed. The follow-
ing discussion will begin with the JLREID.
The Joint Long-Range Estimated Intelligence Document
(JLREID) is published annually and is designed to function
as the basis for an annual review and development of the
JLRSS and the Long-Range portion of the JRDOD. The .JLREID
is a long range study that looks at the following: Signifi-
cant international developments, potential future conflicts,
and technological developments that have military significance.
The Joint Long-Range Strategic Study (JLRSS) is another
report that looks into the long range future (10-20 fiscal
years). It is published at least once every four years.
Its purpose is "to provide a source document that addresses
the strategic implications of worldwide and national economic,
17political, social, technical and military trends* Basically,
the JLRSS is designed to assist defense planners with develop-
ing military plans, policies and programs necessary to meet
the long range threat.
17
'Ruckert, W. C, Fiscal and Life Cycles of Defense
Systems




The Joint Research and Development Objectives Document
(JRDOD) is a mid/long-range report, (2-20 fiscal years).
This document forecasts mid/long-range research and develop-
ment requirements based upon the JIEP, JLREID, and JLRSS.
The next document that will be discussed is the JSCP.
The Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP) is a short-
range report (one year). Its purpose is to evaluate the
projected military mission, over the short range period,
to determine whether or not the Department of Defense has
the assets and the capabilities to perform the projected
tasks. The JSCP is reviewed annually and promulgated
biennially. All of the previously described documents
perform a function in FPBS as it exists today. The JSOP is
no longer developed. It was recently replaced by the JSPD.
However, since much of the literature which addresses FPBS
has not been updated to reflect this change, the reader
should be familiar with the Joint Strategic Objectives Plan
(JSOP).
The JSOP (Joint Strategic Objectives Plan) consisted of
two volumes. JSOP, Volume One, was prepared by JCS in May
of each year and submitted to OSD to assist the Secretary in
preparing his annual Defense Policy Planning Guidance (DPPG-).
1 R
The DPPG (Defense Policy Planning Guidance) is sometimes
referred to as the Defense Guidance (D.G.). This document is
no longer developed. However, it was based upon current Presi-
dential Foreign Policy and it was used to promulgate SECDEF's




After the DPPG- was prepared, it was sent to JCS and other
DOD components in September for their review and comments.
Then, in December, JCS submitted JSOP II to OSD. OSD used
JSOP II to prepare his Planning and Programming Memoranda
19(PPGM) and the PPGM was issued in February or early March.
Essentially, JSOP I was a statement containing broad defense
objectives and threat assessment, whereas, JSOP II was direct-
ed toward planning, programming, and fiscal guidance. However,
as reflected in the revised PPBS system, depicted in Appendix
G, SECDEF decided to integrate defense planning, programming
and fiscal guidance into a single document, entitled "Consol-
idated Guidance" (CG). Since this integration eliminated
the DPPG and PPGM, JCS decided to combine JSOP I and II into
one report called the Joint Strategic Planning Document (JSPD).
"The JSPD contains a comprehensive appraisal of the mili-
tary threat to the United States, a statement of recommended
military objectives, recommended military strategy to attain
the objectives, and a summary of the JCS planning force levels
that could execute, with reasonable assuarance, the military
19The PPGM (Planning and Programming Memoranda) is some-
times called the PPG. This document is no longer utilized.
It was issued by SECDEF to JCS and the service components.
The PPGM described national security objectives, resource
allocation and provided guidance to the services for POM
preparation. Both the DPPG and the PPGM were replaced by




strategy." It evaluates the feasibility of attaining the
recommended force levels, given fiscal, manpower, material
and technological constraints and it highlights any risks
involved with changing OSD's previous years consolidated
guidance (GG). The JSPD is prepared after the Joint Intel-
ligence Estimate for Planning (JIEP), and it is submitted to
OSD sixty days prior to preparation of the draft consolidated
guidance. This means that the JIEP is prepared during the
summer and early fall and the JSPD is completed between
November and 1 January. During January and March, OSD pre-
pares a working copy of the consolidated guidance (CG). The
purpose of this document is to create a common medium of
discussion and debate for OSD, JCS, the military departments
and defense agencies. The draft CG should include topics
for discussion that surfaced during pre-draft CG meetings
and memoranda, plus other relevant issues. This review and
comment phase provides an opportunity for participants to
review and critique prior defense planning, programming and
fiscal guidance as well as "the premises, reasoning and con-
elusions of the proposed" consolidated guidance. If JCS
and/or the service secretaries discover major shortcomings
20Planning Programming and Budgeting System , Command
Magazine, Vol. 2, No. 1, January 1979, American Forces Press-





in the proposed CG, they have an opportunity to submit their
recommendations to SECDEP. If JCS and the Service Secretaries
recommend significant changes to the draft consolidated guid-
ance, it will be rewritten by OSD and redistributed to JCS
and the Service Secretaries for further review and comment.
In /1£78, the Secretary of Defense added an additional step
in' the sequence of events. After JCS and" the Service Sec-
/ . ^^__— _____—
—
retaries had commented on the second version of the draft
consolidated guidance, OSD rewrote it and submitted it to
the President for his review. Apparently, this was SECDEF's
way of involving the President in defense planning early in
t(ne--PP33 cycle. After the second revision of the draft
consolidated guidance, OSD prepares the fiscally-constrained
consolidated guidance (CG).
This document is promulgated to the departments of the
Army, Navy and Air Force around the first of May. Essentially,
it is designed to offer SECDEF guidance to the various services
while preparing their Service Program Objective Memoranda (POM).
However, it doesn't work that efficiently in reality. Often
times, the CG is published well after the POM cycle has begun.
When this occurs, military planners try to anticipate or
second guess what OSD's guidance will be and develop their
POM's accordingly. At any rate, the overall planning phase
of PPBS is complete when the consolidated guidance (CG) is
issued. Figure 2-3 is a summary of the major documents which
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a. Examines world power relationships
and attempts to predict future world
affairs



















a. Basis for annual review and develop-
ment of JLRSS and long-range portion
of JRDOD
b. Reviews significant international
developments
c» Forecasts potential future conflicts
d. Identifies technological developments
with military significance.





least once every four years
Source document, addressed strategic
implications of world and national
economic, political, social, technical
and military trends
Used by defense planners to develop
plans, policies and programs to meet
long-range threat
JRDOD (Joint Research and Development
Objectives Document)
JC3/SERVICSS
Reviewed annually, updated as required
Forecasts mid-long range research and
development requirements based upon




















JSCP (Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan)
j5s7services
Reviewed annually, published biennially
Guidance to unified/specified commanders
and the services for accomplishment of
military tasks based upon projected
military capabilities/conditions
JSPD (Joint Strategic Planning Document)
JCS
Annually (November-December)
a. Replaced JSOP Vols. I and II
b. Recommends military objectives to OSD
c. Strategy necessary to attain objectives




Annual ly ( January-February
)
Provides common medium for discussing all




Annually (March-April)\ Provides fiscally constrained consoli-dated guidance to the services during
POM development
b. Replaced the DPPG and PPGM
D. THE PROGRAMMING PORTION OF PPBS
"Programming (POM development) molds planning decisions
op
into a fiscally-constrained, five-year program. " This five
year program is called the Five Year Defense Plan (FYDP). The
FYDP was designed to be a financial management tool. According
22Director of Navy Program Planning (OP-090), Chief of
Naval Operations Manpower , Personnel, and Training Programming
Manual, Part I, American Management Systems, Inc, Arlington,
Va., p. 1-8.

to OP-090 (Director Navy Program Planning) the FYDP is
analogous to a bank, and deposits to this bank are made in
the form of service POMs. The POM is a five year forecast
of the resources required to support approved programs.
Therefore, funds are set aside for a five year period (FYDP)
and resources are withdrawn from the bank by the annual
budget. So, if resources have not been deposited ahead of
time by the POM, then they can not be withdrawn by the annual
budget. The POM addresses many issues, inc luding manpower .
Manpower requirements, quality and quantity, for each of the
( rtfE nAmac Riir«r?%/-cJ
ships, aircraft squadrons and shore activities /are documented
in the SMDs (SHIP MANPOWER DOCUMENTS), SQMDs (SQUADRON MAN-
POWER DOCUMENTS) and SHMDs (SHORE MANPOWER DOCUMENTS). Man-
power authorizations are established based upon the activity f s
documented manpower requirements and this information enters
the PCM development process via the manpower personnel manage-
ment information system (MAPMIS). MAPMIS is discussed in
^r r w J;
x
and manpower requirements are discussed in ch&j^er
~
2£r The service POMs are usually submitted to JCS and 03D
around the first of June. As one can probably imagine, POM
development is a key evolution; it will be discussed further
in eJ3^3£er_^Jli . Therefore, the next programming document
that will be discussed is the JPAM.
The Joint Program Assessment Memorandum (JPAM) is prepared
by JCS and submitted to OSD after the POMs have been submitted,
It replaced the Joint Forces Memorandum (JFM). The JPAM
30

evaluates the force structure and military strategy contained
in the Service POMs and it measures the risk associated with
these programs. Additionally, the JPAM makes recommendations
to SECDEF for defense program improvement by describing the
implications associated with the approval of POM programs at
various funding levels. It provides SECDEF with advice con-
cerning the service POMs and it's helpful when developing
issue papers and making decisions on specific programs. "It
includes a risk assessment based on an overview of the
national military strategy and the force structure recommended
in the POMs, as well as recommendations for improvements in
the overall defense program through selection of certain
2 3programs at alternative POM levels." J After receiving the
service POMs and the JPAM, OSD drafts issue papers which
highlight SECDEF T s opinion of the various POM programs, and
forwards them to JCS, the Military Departments, the Office
of Management and Budget (0MB) and the National Security
Council* The interface of JCS and the National Security
Council is depicted in Appendix D. The aforementioned organ-
izations review and comment on the issue papers. Then, based
upon the service POMs, JPAM and issue paper comments, the
Secretary of Defense issues a series of program decision
23
-"Planning; Programming: and Budgeting System , Command
Magazine, Vol. 2, No. 1, January 1979, American Forces Press-
Service, Arlington, Va., p. 7.

memoranda (PDM). The PDMs are sent to JCS and the military
departments for their review and comments.
Essentially, the Secretary of Defense reviews the Service
POMs and the JPAMs and decides which programs should be funded
Then, SECDEF publishes the approved manpower levels (end-
strength) for each Task and Support area in the Program
Decision Memoranda (PDM). Task and Support areas are des-
cribed in Chapter III. Each of the approved programs is
analagous to a bank deposit, where the bank is comparable
to the FYDP. Therefore, when SECDEF approves a program, he
authorizes a certain level of end-strength for that program,
by activity. So, when SECDEF approves a program, he makes
a deposit in the FYDP bank. This deposit includes the funds
and manpower end-strength necessary to support the approved
program. In contrast, when a program is withdrawn or dis-
approved no deposit of funds or end-strength is made to the
FYDP bank. Therefore, each of the military services may
reclama the PDMs.
In addition to soliciting written comments, SECDEF
schedules a series of reclama meetings with JCS and the
service representatives in order to amend the PDMs. After
considerable debate, the PDMs are amended and the amended
program decision memoranda (APDM) are issued to the military
departments. During the last PPBS cycle, SECDEF prepared a
status report for the President af€er the APDM was written.
32

He described, "the major features of the Service POM sub-
missions, the major issues that had been raised and their
disposition, and an evaluation of the differences among
defense programs available over a range of funding profiles.
Figure 2-4 is a summary of the major documents which are
developed during the programming phase of PPBS. Once the
APDM is issued, the programming phase is complete and the
budgeting phase officially begins.
n2k
FIGURE 2-k
SUMMARY OF MAJOR DOCUMENTS DEVELOPED DURING














POM (Program Objective Memoranda)
Each of the military services
Annually (12 month evolution which is
completed by the end of May).
Five year forecasts of the resources,
manpower and capital, required to support
approved programs.




a. Replaced the JFM (Joint Forces Memorandum)
b. JOS evaluates the service PCMs and
makes recommendations to 3ECDEF









b. Promulgates tentative military manpower
levels for each task and support area
c. Creates a common medium for discussion
for OSD, JCS and the military depart-
ments and agencies
ij.. REPORT: APPM (Amended Program Decision Memoranda)
DEVELOPED BY : SECDEF
WHEN : Annually (July-August)
PURPOSE : a. Promulgates approved military manpower
levels (end strength) for each task
and support area
b. Approved end strength is entered into
the PYDP and the Department of the
Navy PYDP (DNFYDP)/
THE BUDGETING PORTION OF PPB3
The President and 0MB work together to establish the
Presidential Budget Guidance. After the Presidential Budget
Guidance is prepared, it is forwarded to OSD for review. Then,
in August, the Secretary of Defense establishes and issues
his budgetary guidance to the DCD components. The various
DOD components have an opportunity to review the guidance
but must submit their budgetary estimates to CSD by the first
of October. Basically, the Navy's budgetary estimates, with
respect to manpower, are developed in the following manner.
Based upon the programs which were submitted and approved
during the POM process, OPNAV develops an officer and an
enlisted strength plan. The strength plans are based upon
manpower requirements and these requirements will be dis-
cussed in chapter V. These plans are developed by pay grade
and they consider variables such as: manpower accessions
and losses (quality and quantity), promotion and advancement
3k

goals, etc. The primary objective is to design a strength-
plan which will support the established end-strength require-
ments. Then, man/year averages are computed for Officer and
Enlisted personnel. NMPC7 (Navy Military Personnel Center)
translates the man/year averages into budgetary costs and
these costs are submitted to OSD as budgetary estimates. OSD
analysts review the budget estimates and then a series of
budget hearings are held to resolve problem areas. These
hearings are attended by the Secretary of Defense, various
DOD components and 0MB. Then, by late October, the Secretary
of Defense issues a series of program budget decisions (PBDs).
"The PBDs address specific budgetary issues and are related
to the appropriations and budget activity structure of the
DOD." ? Between October and December JC3 and the DOD com-
ponents have an opportunity to review and reclama the PBDs.
SECDEF reviews all reclamas and issues revised PBDs where
necessary. Unresolved issues are discussed at joint meetings
by SECDEF, JC3 and service representatives. The Secretary
of Defense makes a decision on all budgetary issues and
submits the proposed DOD budget to 0MB for review and analysis.
0MB then combines the DOD budget estimates with other federal
budgetary inputs and presents the complete package to the
President for his review and approval. Then, about mid-January,
25^Ruckert, W. C, Fiscal and Life Cycles of Defense Systems
,
Fourth Edition, General Dynamics Corporation, July 1977, p. 22.
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the President submits his budget to Congress. This event
completes the planning, programming and budgeting portion
of the fiscal cycle. Figure 2-5 is a summary of the major
events that occur during the budgetary phase of PPBS. After
the President submits the National Budget to Congress, DOD
must wait for Congress to complete the authorization and
appropriation phases of the fiscal cycle. Once the President
signs the appropriation bill, the apportionment phase begins.
0MB establishes overall apportionment guidance. Then, OSD
establishes the Defense Apportionment Guidance, DOD compo-
nents submit apportionment requests and funds are distributed
to the DOD components.
\
FIGUH3 2-5
SUMMARY OP MAJOR EVENTS DURING THE
BUDGETING PHASE OP PPBS
1. Services submit budgetary estimates to OSD by
1 OCT.
2. OSD analysts review the budget estimates.
3. OSD, 0MB and DOD representatives attend hearings
to resolve problem areas.
[).. OSD publishes a series of PBD's (Program Budget
Decisions) concerning various issues (late October).
5. JCS and services reclama PBD's (October-December).
6. PBD issues resolved and the DOD budget is submitted
to 0MB. 0MB analyzes the DOD budget for the
President.
7. 0MB combines the DOD budget with other budgetary
estimates and presents the proposed National
Budget to the President.
36

8. The President submits the National Budget to
Congress (mid-January ) . The PPBS process is complete
and the authorization phase of enactment begins.
P. SUMMARY
This chapter was an attempt to familiarize the reader
with the Planning, Programming and Budgeting System as a
whole. "PPBS is an evolving set of rules, relationships
and events in which the major thrust is upon defining object-
ives, developing issues, engaging in creative conflict and
26
reaching consensus." Chapter III investigates the Navy's
POM development process. POM development is particularly
important because it involves the programming of DOD re-
sources, manpower and capital, within fiscal and logistical
constraints.
26
Director of Navy Program Planning (OP-090), Chief of
Naval Operations, Manpower, Personnel, and Training Programming




III. NAVY POM DEVELOPMENT
A. BACKGROUND
The Program Objective Memoranda (POM) is a "document in
which each military department and defense agency recommends
and describes annually its total resource and program object-
ives. Program objectives are fiscally-constrained. To
allow flexibility for each service to develop balanced
programs, reallocation of funds is permitted between major
mission and support categories." The "POM year" is
actually two fiscal years later than the current fiscal year,
i.e., in PY79 POM 81 is prepared. The POM programs manpower
resources for five fiscal years and it includes a planned
projection of forces programmed for eight fiscal years.
Together, the service POMs form the basis for the DOD Pive-
Year Defense Plan (FYDP). The POM addresses many programs
including: manpower, weapons systems and support resources.
The POM Development process is very complex and it has been
fraught with serious problems in the past.
More specifically, the Secretary of Defense rejected the
manpower, personnel and training sections of the Navy's
27OPNAVINST 1000. 16D, Manual of Navy Officer and Enlisted
Manpower





POM-80, i.e., PY80 - FY81j.. 29 This occured because the
Navy submitted these sections late and they were inconsis-
tant and inaccurate. As a result, the Navy has attempted to
improve its POM development management process by redefining
the roles and responsibilities of key participants and by
establishing a formal communications network for key players.
Additionally, American Management Systems Incorporated (AMS)
was contracted by the Navy to document the steps in the man-
power personnel and training (MPT) program development
^0process. Essentially, AMS was tasked with defining each
step, key roles and responsibilities and publishing a users'
manual for manpower, personnel and training (MPT) program
development.
American Management Systems Incorporated performed the
study and then published the CNO ' s Manpower, Personnel and
Training Programming Manual. Part I is the Executive section
and it is designed to provide the reader with an overview of
the PPBS system as it relates to manpower, personnel and
training (MPT). This section describes the chronology of
key manpower, personnel and training tasks and it identifies
key players and their responsibilities in the POM development
2Q
Chief of Naval Operations, Manpower, Personnel and
Training Programming Manual , Part I, p. i.
30ibid.

process. Part II is a working section and it was designed
as a ready reference for POM development participants. It
divides the MPT programming process into six distinct phases
and the major tasks associated with each of the phases are
described in detail. The six phases which are defined by the
AMS report are: strategy development for the NAVY POM,
development of issues for the CNO Program Analysis Memoranda
(CPAMS), review and assessment of CPAMS, development and
issuance of final programming guidance, presentation and
assessment of Sponsor Program Proposals (SPPs), review of
final POM and preparation of documentation and implementation
and defense of the Navy Program. The Manpower, Personnel
and Training Programming Manual is scheduled to be updated
periodically and appears to be a good overall users' manual.
However, the PCM development process, as a whole, must be
capable of reacting quickly to the DOD PPB3 system, so
periodic updates may not be sufficient. Therefore, changes
are announced in "POM-serials" which are issued to key play-
ers frequently. "POM-serials" are discussed in the follow-
ing section.
B. PCM SERIALS
The PPBS system is a dynamic process which reflects
"real time" policy decisions. Participants in the PPBS
process must be kept abreast of policy changes and be
capable of responding accordingly. Consequently, the

Director of Navy Program Planning (OP-090) publishes memoranda
called PCM serials. OP-090 is responsible for directing,
supervising and coordinating the Navy's POM development effort
and utilizes the POM serials as a communications device. POM
serials are published throughout the POM cycle and each serial
relays a distinct message to POM participants. For example:
in August 1973, POM serial 81-1 promulgated OP-090' s initial
procedural guidance in preparation of PCM 81. In September
1978, OP-090 decided to change his guidance for POM prepara-
tion. Therefore, he published a major revision to serial
81-1. POM 81-11 described OP-090' s data collection require-
ments and POM-17 provided the guidance for preparation of
Sponsor Program Proposals (SPPs). Although OP-090 publishes
many serials during the course of a POM cycle, the afore-
mentioned examples should give the reader some idea of the
kind of information which is promulgated in the POM SERIALS.
The main point that should be understood concerning POM
serials is that a POM serial is a communications device.
OP-090 uses POM SSRIAL3 to promulgate guidance, procedural
changes, schedule changes and many other types of information
to the Navy's POM participants throughout the PCM cycle.
jL. KEY PARTICIPANTS IN THE NAVY'S POM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
As described in paragraph 3, the Director of Navy Program
Planning, OP-090, is the focal point in the Navy's POM develop-
ment process. (The^manpower interfaces in the POM process
are depicted in Appendix E. ) "His responsibilities should be
ill

to ensure that the overall POM is consistant and to develop
force level/structural options as solutions to problems (e.g.,
31inadequate/undesirable/infeasible MPT options). nj Ultimately,
he controls all of the Navy's resources and is responsible
for the allocation of these resources to the respective
sponsors. 3efore describing the role of sponsorship in the
POM development process, it is necessary to discuss the
responsibilities of the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations,
Manpower, Personnel and Training, DCNO (MPT), i.e., OP-01,
and the Systems Analysis Division (0P-96).
OP-01 is the principal advisor to the Chief of Naval
Operations (CNO) and Secretary of the Navy on all Manpower,
Personnel and Training matters. (Appendix F depicts the
organizational structure of the office of the CNO). OP-01
is responsible for determining the manpower requirements
necessary to support various force structures and funding
levels. OP-01 must evaluate and recommend solutions to key
manpower, personnel and training (MPT) issues such as:
recruit quality standards, women in the military, officer
and enlisted recruiting, quality of life, aviator retention,
etc. In support of the POM process, the Chief of Naval
Operations has directed OP-01 to provide OP-090 with analysis
support and recommendations on all matters pertaining to
31
Ibid.




Manpower, Personnel and Training. Another key player in
the Navy's POM development process is the Systems Analysis
Division (OP-96).
The Chief of Naval Operations has directed OP-96 to
provide him "with a system analysis capability to evaluate
the relative effectiveness of alternatives in programs and
program proposals and thereby to assist in the decision-
making process.
"
J The mission of OP-96 appears to be
straightforward and well defined; such is not the case for
the Navy organizations called "sponsors".
"The sponsors are, in effect, managers of 'pieces' of
the Navy."-^ As defined in POM serial 81-1, there are
currently four kinds of sponsors: Task, Resource, Appropri-
ations, and Assessment. These sponsors are shown in Figure
3-1. \
Task sponsor was a new title; it replaced the term mission
sponsor. However, although the task areas were defined,
task sponsors were not assigned during the POM-81 development
process. Therefore, the resource sponsor will be discussed
first. Appendix G contains a current listing of the task
areas and resource sponsors.
32J Wedding, David A. and Hutchins Jr., Elmer 3., Navy
Manpower Planning; and Programming; Basis for Systems
Examination
.
NPRDC TR 75-19* October 197lu P. A-5.
-^NAVMMACPAC, Navy Manpower Planning System (NAMPS) ,
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The Resource Sponsor is either a DCTNO or a DMSO. He is
"responsible for an identifiable aggregation of resources
which constitute imputs to Task accomplishment."-^" Resource
Sponsors are responsible for assisting both OP-96 and the
Task Sponsors in the preparation of CPAMs. They must prepare
and present detail Sponsor Program Proposals formally to the
PDRG (Program Development Review Committee), informally to
OP-090 or as a memorandum summary as assigned by POM serial
901/582606. (The PDRC will be discussed later in this chap-
ter.) Resource Sponsors must "program resources assigned to
their respective areas, exercising necessary liaison with
appropriate Resource and Appropriation Sponsors to ensure the
submission of an effective and balanced program within assigned
fiscal controls. "-^ The Resource Sponsors represent the
interface between OPNAV and the Naval Material Command (NAVMAT),
and they are responsible for ensuring that all programs are
structured and priced properly. Each Resource Sponsor must
establish program priorities and alternatives within that
organization's area of responsibility and must be responsive
to the needs of the organization's claimants. The third
type of sponsor is the Appropriations Sponsor.
3i;OP-090, PCM SERIAL 901/582606, PCM 8l-l, Enclosure k,
22 September 1978, p. 1.
v
"Tbid. , enclosure 1, p. 2.
Ur5

The Appropriations Sponsors are either DCNOs or DMSOs
that have been assigned the responsibility of managing an
appropriation fund as depicted in Appendix H. They are
experts in the budget review process and are responsible
for analyzing all programs within their purview with respect
to structure, pricing, rationale, and fiscal constraints.
Essentially, they conduct a feasibility study for each pro-
gram within their area of responsibility and advise the
appropriate Task/Resource Sponsors as well as OP-090 of the
results of their analyses. The fourth type of sponsor is the
Assessment Sponsor. Current Assessment sponsors are listed
in Appendix I.
Basically, the Program Assessment Sponsor is responsible
for analyzing the Resource Sponsors' SPPs (Sponsor Program
Proposals) and for the preparation and delivery of this
analysis to the PDRC (Program Development Review Committee).
Each Assessment Sponsor must be well versed in 3ECDEF, SECNAV
and CNO guidance, and must be involved in the development of
all CPAMs relating to that assessment area. The assessment
sponsor must evaluate "the health of programs in the assigned
area to: determine conformance with SECDEF/SECNAV/CNQ
guidance/interests."-^ Significant problem areas, including
funding deficiencies, should be identified. Assessment
sponsors should evaluate their overall program balance and
36 Ibid ., p. k.
k6

recommend resource reallocation where appropriate. They
should be particularly concerned about the "health of multi-
37
sponsored programs nJ and should be alert for inappropriate
program priorities. As the reader has probably noticed, the
responsibilities for sponsorship frequently overlap each
other. Additionally, the flag officers who perform these
functions are often "double-hatted." For example, OP-03 is
an Amphibious Warfare and Mine Warfare Task Sponsor. OP-03
is also a Resource Sponsor (Surface Warfare) and Appropria-
tions Sponsor for Ship Construction, Navy (3CN). Similarly,
OP-01, OP-05 and others are assigned the duties and respon-
sibilities associated with more than one type of sponsorship.
Due to the complexity of this network of responsibilities,
OP-090 decided that there were some programming actions
which must be coordinated among sponsors, program coordinators,
etc.
OP-090 coined, in the Navy, the term "co-sign check "^
and identified three program change coordination areas:
1) Military (active and reserve), civilian and contract man-
power, 2) ship maintenance and, 3) Naval Fleet Auxiliary
Force. These are considered to be critical areas, and pro-
gram changes that will effect these areas must be coordinated





with OP-01. If a program change will influence ship maint-
enance, OP-J4.3 should be advised. Similarly, if a program
\
change is expected to impact on the Naval Fleet Auxiliary
Force (NFAF), civilian manned ships, then it is to be co-
ordinated with OP-Oij.. The Director of the Naval Reserve
(0P-09R) is another participant in the POM development
process.
'"OP-OS R/wiiri monitor the progress of POM-o^. development
and coordinate with the Resource Sponsors to provide advice
with respect to programming Reserve resources. Resource
Sponsors have been directed by OP-090 to insure that all
matters concerning reserve resources are adequately addressed.
Specifically, 0P-09R is directed to work on reserve resources
with OP-96 and the various other sponsors during GPAM. develop-
ment. The Director of the Naval Reserve (0P-09R) must provide
the Resource Sponsors with a list of program priorities.
These priorities will be used during the Sponsor Program
Proposal (SPP) development process. 0P-09R is responsible
for evaluating the Sponsor Program proposals, with respect
to reserve programs, and for submitting a written assessment
of the SPPs to the Program Development Review Committee (PDRC).
The Claimants are the next major POM participants to be dis-
cussed. A list of Navy Manpower Claimants can be viewed in
Appendix J.
39^ / Ibid. , Enclosure 1, p. 3
kl

Manpower claimants are responsible for translating the
manpower, personnel and training (MPT) needs of their sub-
ordinate fleet activities (ships, aircraft squadrons and
shore activities) into POM issues. "The claimants interface
directly with sponsors during POM development and provide
supporting information to OP-090 to substantiate manpower
resource requirements."^" In addition to the previously
described cast of POM participants, there are special com-
mittees and working groups.
There are two major committees involved in the PCM pro-
cess; The PDRC and the CEB. "The PDRG (Frogram Development
Review Committee) is a flag level committee chaired by OP-090.
The PDRC reviews each major step of the POM development pro-
1.1
cess."^" The membership of the POM-80 Program Development
Review Committee (PDRC) is shown in Appendix K, and the
P0M-81 PDRC membership is shown in Appendix L. The PDRC is
responsible for reviewing each CPAM (CNO Program Analysis
Memoranda) before its presentation to the 023 (CNO Executive
Board). Essentially, the PDRC "acts as the review/decision
) o
forum for 3?Ps and program assessments."'' The second major
committee is the CEB.
^ Wedding, David A. and Hutchins Jr., Elmer S., Navy
Man-power Planning and Programming: Basis for Systems
Examination , NPRDC TR 7 5-19 » October 197k» p. ko.
n
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The CNO Executive Board (CEB) consists of Deputy Chiefs
of Naval Operations (DCNOs), Directors of Major Staff Offices
(DMSOs) and Senior OPNAV officials. They serve as an execu-
tive advisory committee to the CNO. The CEB examines all
CPAMS (CNO Program Analysis Memoranda) in terms of national
objectives and fiscal constraints, and then makes appropriate
recommendations to the Chief of Naval Operations. Two addi-
tional types of working groups (PCM working group and Special
working group) will be discussed next.
The POM working group is responsible for POM development.
This group is chaired by OP-901 and its membership consists
of representatives from the following organizations: NAVMAT,
OP-01, OP-02, OP-03, OP-Olj., OP-05, OP-06, 0P-09B, 0P-09R,
OP-09^, OP-095, OP-098, OP-92, OP-96, 0P-96(CNA), li3 OP-090,
OP-009, and OP-93. Members of this group represent points
of contact between OP-090 and sponsor organizations on all
matters related to POM development. They are expected to
"speak with the authority of the respective organizations on
those matters."^" There are also three types of Special
Working Groups: RSI, TRAC and MPT.
^-^CNA stands for Center for Naval Analysis.




Special working groups are designed to provide for pro-
gram coordination and integration in cases where programming
requirement responsibilities overlap both Task and Resource
sponsors. The first special working group, RSI, is a NATO
Related Standardization/Interoperability (RSI) panel. Past
experience proved that it was necessary, during POM develop-
ment, to identify and document all Navy programs that had
NATO implications. - This panel is co-chaired by OP-090 and
OF-60. The second special working group is called TjRAC.
TK-p ^\r^ 5P*^*\ \j^M.' i V^-f
vThe Training Resources Advisory Committee (TRAG) is
co-chaired by OP-01 and OP-090. They "consider, staff and
recommend training issues for inclusion in the Manpower,
Personnel and Training CPAM and coordinate the development
of the training portion of all SPPs."^ Additionally, they
assist OP-01 when preparing the Training Assessment presen-
ce-, -^v J
tation. The %teii»d special working group is the MPT working
group
.
The Manpower, Personnel and Training (MPT) working group
is chaired by 0P-90. It is responsible for developing the
manpower and training programming guidance such that the
P0M"j^r MPT program is structured, supported and priced
properly. Now that the reader understands what POM develop-
ment means and who the major participants are, the rest of





D. THE NAVY'S POM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
"In general, the development of the Navy POM will consist
of three consecutive phases: The planning (CPAM) phase; the
program formulation (SPP) phase; and the final POM develop-
ment (End-Game) phase. "^ The POM cycle officially begins
around September 29th with the preview CPAM and it officially
ends around May 18th, when the POM is submitted to OSD. How-
ever, the Navy's POM development process is only one portion
of the DOD Planning, Programming and Budgeting System and
quite often schedules and submission requirements are revised.
Essentially, DOD participants must try to anticipate all con-
tingencies in order to comply with SECDEF, 3ECNAV and CNO
guidance and schedule changes. That is why OP-090 prepares
and publishes a tentative PCM schedule, like the one in
Appendix M. Although each POM cycle consists of a series of
annual events that begin and end during a twelve month period,
the overall POM development process is continuous. Chart 1
displays the POM-Ol schedule of events.
After the service POM is submitted to OSD in mid-May,
OP-090, OP-01 the MPT working group and other key personnel
are responsible for evaluating the most recent MPT program-
ming effort. The purpose of this evaluation is to identify
and correct problem areas within the MPT programming process.
IPid








OP-96 acts on PCMFEST recommendations
POM SERIAL 901C/582607 18 Aug.
PDMS
SEPTEMBER
Net Assessment 15 Sept.
Long Range Options 20 Sept.
POM SERIAL 901/582606 22 Sept
Preview CPAM 29 Sept.
OCTOBER
Service Budget Estimates
OCT FYDP Update Mid-Oct.
Promulgate DNPPG Mid-Oct.
Promulgate RAD I Late Oct.
NOVEMBER
Promulgate CPFG I/RAD II 1 Nov..
DECEMBER















Submit Repricing to Resource Sponsors
Promulgate RAD III
FEBRUARY
CEB Review Summary CPAM I
CPFG I I/RAD IV
3PP Presentations to PDRC
MARCH
DON Response to Draft C.G. to OSD
All SPP Data Bases Complete
OPN/WPN Line-items to NAVMAT for repricing
Commence Program Assessments
Assessments Complete
CEB Reviews Summary CPAM II
Commence Snd-Game
APRIL
OP-090 Appropriation Sponsor Reviews
MPN/End-Strength Reconciliation
Data Base Lock/Document, Review, Print POM
MAY
Consolidated Guidance








More specifically, analysts are tasked with evaluating the
most recent POM cycle in terms of rationale and executability.
They must determine, in terms of manpower, the feasibility of
supporting the proposed MPT programs. They also assess the
quality of the overall programming cycle. Then, in early
June, the POM review festival (POMFEST) is held. The POMFEST
provides key POM participants with an opportunity to discuss
the strengths and weaknesses that they encountered during the
last POM cycle. The intent is to avoid similar problems during
subsequent POM cycles. POMPEST is usually completed by mid-
June and a summary of POMPEST results is available by early
July. 0P-090 reviews the recommendations that were made
during the POMPEST and implements appropriate changes to the
MPT programming process by the beginning of August. However,
the planning phase of the POM cycle does not officially begin
until OP-901 publishes 0P-090 f s Draft Program Objective
Memorandum Procedures in POM SERIAL 8l-l.
This year, POM 81-1, the draft program objectives memor-
andum, was published August 18, 1978. It described the
Navy's overall POM development process and highlighted
major procedural changes. This document identifies the
Task, Resource, Appropriations and Assessment Sponsors and
defines their responsibilities. Additionally, it includes
a tentative schedule of major events during POM-81 develop-
ment. The first significant event during PCM-81 was the
preview CNO Program Analysis Memorandum (GPAM).
5$

The Preview CPAM was scheduled for September 29, 1978.
It was prepared by OP-96 and was designed to emphasize the
implications of current programs and investment policies.
During POM-81, ten CPAM presentations were scheduled. As
shown in Appendix N, the Preview CPAM was the only CPAM
scheduled prior to January 2, 1979. Subsequent CPAMs will
be discussed in the order in which they occur during the POM
development cycle. The next significant event that occurred
was the October FYDP update.
"The Five-Year Defense Program (FYDP) is updated in
October, to reflect the DON (Department of the Navy) budget
submission to OSD, and in January to reflect the President's
budget submission to Congress. Concurrent with these updates,
Resource Allocation Displays (RADS) are developed to display,
in matrix form, the distribution of Navy resources in the
FYDP by Warfare Task/Supporting Warfare Task/Functional Task
nh.7
and Resource Sponsorship. ' Essentially, RAD I displays how
the Navy's resources are allotted based upon the October •
FYDP, and RAD III does the same thing based upon the January
FYDP. RAD II displays the CNO's fiscal guidance for the
CPAMs and RAD IV displays the CNO's fiscal guidance for the
SPP phase. After the October FYDP is updated, the Secretary
of the Navy issues the DNPPG.
^7 Ibid., p. I4..
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The Department of the Navy Planning and Programming
Guidance (DNPPG) highlights issue areas that should be
considered during the current POM cycle. Early in November,
the CNO promulgates CPPG I.
The CNO Program and Fiscal Guidance (CPPG I) provides
fiscal guidelines to the Warfare Task, Supporting Warfare
Task, Functional Task and Resource Sponsors when preparing
CPAMs. The CPFG I also provides fiscal guidelines to sponsors
when preparing the POM, "Fiscal guidance targets for the
CPAMs will be displayed in RAD format as RAD II.'*4- According
to most references, CPFG I and RAD II are issued concurrently.
Although POM guidance from SSCDEF, SSCNAV and CNO are prime
considerations, the sponsor is also responsible for consider-
ing the needs of his claimants.
Therefore, early in December each Sponsor initiates a
request for claimant inputs. These inputs represent feedback
from Fleet Activities and are carefully considered. In fact,
major issues that surface during this period are brought to
the attention of OP-96 and could be addressed in the CPAMs.
Additionally, about this same time, the CNO publishes the
CPPG.
The CNO Policy and Planning Guidance (CPPG) is a list of




behoove OP-96 to insure that these issues are addressed in the
CPAMs. During the POM-81 development process, ten CPAM pre-
sentations were scheduled.
The POM-81 CPAM presentations were as follows: CPAM
review, Resource/strategic, command and control and intelli-
gence (CI), ASUW/STRIKE, ASW/AAW, Mining/amphibious, Fleet
support/Force Levels, Manpower/Training, General Support and
Logistics, and Summary CPAM I. "The CPAMs will assess the
October 1978 FYDP, as modified by the DPSs (Decision Package
Sets); develop alternative means for accomodating the fiscal
targets assigned by RAD II; and assess the impact of each
l,Q
alternative, ,,H" The CPAM phase of the Navy's POM cycle is
completed when Summary CPAM I has been presented to the
PDRC, CE3 and SECNAV. OP-96 reviews all of the CPAM issues
and, based upon the draft consolidated guidance from OSD,
presents the CNO with a list of satisfactory program alter-
natives. This list of alternatives is called Summary CPAM I,
Appendix displays some actual CPAM issues from the POM-81
cycle. After the CEB reviews Summary CPAM I, CPFG II/RAD IV
are promulgated.
When examining the CN0 T s Program and Fiscal Guidance
number two (CPFG II) and the Resource Allocation Display
number four (RAD IV), the reader should realize that the
^9 Ibid., p. 3.
is.

Five-Year Defense Program (PYDP) data base was updated in
January to reflect the President's budget submission to
Congress (refer to Chart 1). Then, about mid-February the
CPFG II/RAD IV are promulgated. They provide CNO fiscal
guidance for the development of Sponsor Program Proposals
(SPPs).
The Sponsor Program Proposal phase or program formulation
phase was divided into four steps during POM-81 : "SPP devel-
opment; data base completion and review; program assessment;
and CNO/SECNAV review. n^ Resource sponsors must generate
Sponsor Program Proposals (SPPs) in accordance with the
policies and priorities which are established by the CNO.
These policies and priorities are published in CPFG II. Each
SPP is developed for three fiscal levels: minimum, basic,
and enhanced, and Resource Sponsors must be prepared to
defend their programs at all three levels. Program proposals
are evaluated by the PDRC in terms of balance, executability,
pricing, manpower, training, logistic support, installation
and operating costs. As specified by POM serial 81-1, some
of the Resource Sponsors are required to make formal SPP
presentations to the PDRC, some will make informal presenta-
tions to OP-090, and others will submit a memorandum to OP-090
and the PDRC concerning their program proposals. After the
SPP presentations have been made, Resource Sponsors are
Ibid
. , p. 5.
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responsible for insuring that their data bases are verified
and updated. Then the sponsor's data bases are "locked" or
frozen so that they "provide a stable base for program
assessments." The next step is program assessment.
Formal program assessments are conducted by Assessment
Sponsors. Each Assessment Sponsor is assigned an area, e.g.,
manpower, personnel and training, to evaluate. The POM-81
Assessment Sponsor assignments are listed in Appendix I.
As previously described, formal program assessments are
particularly concerned with the balance and overall health
of proposed programs. They must conform to SECDEF, SECNAV
and CNO guidance and fiscal constraints. The assessments
should identify potential problem areas, such as funding
deficiencies, and they should recommend reprioritization
when appropriate. Then, the Sponsor Program proposals,
program assessments and the unresolved PDRC issues are
combined and presented to the C2J0 and SECNAV for approval
or resolution. This phase yields Summary CPAM II. After
Summary CPAM II has been presented and all major issues
have been resolved, the "end-game" phase begins.
End-Game is the final phase of POM development. It
"consists of an iterative process involving program trade-
offs to accomodate minor repricing of procurement programs,
^ Ibid .. p. 7.
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the establishment of appropriation controls to enhance
balance and budget feasibility, the establishment of an
executable and defensible total manpower program, and adjust-
ments to size the total program within OSD fiscal guidance
controls and to achieve overall program balance.' End-
Game for POM-81 began in late March and the POM was scheduled
for submission to OSD on May 18, 1979. After the POM is
submitted to OSD, the entire process starts all over again
in June with the POM-83 PCMFEST.
E. SUMMARY
The Program Objectives Memorandum is a vehicle which is
used by DOD, including the Navy, to program total resources
for five years at a time. It is an extremely complex pro-
cess which requires a year to complete. The process has
three primary phases. The three POM phases are: CPAM, SPP
and Snd-Game. Each phase involves the coordination and co-
operation of a myriad of personnel from all levels within
the Department of the Navy. Chapter IV will describe some
of the "behind the scenes" support functions which provide





IV. MANPOWER SUPPORT FUNCTIONS/SUBSYSTEMS
A. POM MANPOWER DATA FLOW
"The PPBS is defined as being an 'integrated system for
the establishment, maintenance, and revision of the FYDP and
the DOD Budget. ' n -? -* As previously described in Chapter II,
the PPBS System requires each service to plan and program
its manpower and material resources five years in advance.
The planning and programming process necessitates the pre-
paration and exchange of information among various levels of
each DOD component. This information is presented as docu-
ments and reports and is used by the Sponsors, CNO and OSD
to make major decisions concerning the Navy. These decisions
are far-reaching and it would be beneficial for the reader
to become familiar with the types of data available and the
computer models utilized to obtain this data. Since much
of this data is generated as a result of the POM cycle, the
following paragraphs will describe the Navy's Manpower data
flow process during POM development. This process is depicted
in Figure I4.-I. As the reader can see, there are two sides
to this diagram,' representing OP-01 events and OP-090 events.
This discussion will describe the entire diagram and will
begin with the January FYDP.
The January FYDP is a data base which "reflects the budget
^NAVMMACPAC, Navy Manpower Planning System (NAMPS), System
Description






































SOURCE: NAVMMACPAC, Navy Manpower Planning System (NAMPS)
.
System Description , 1 August 1977
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decisions of SECDEP and serves as the basis for the next
POM cycle."-^ For example, the Secretary of Defense submits
the DOD budget for FY 1980 during January 1979 (FY79) to the
0MB/Pre si dent. The January 1979 FYDP is updated to reflect
SECDEF's current program budget decisions (PBDs). Then,
after being updated, the January 1979 FYDP becomes the basis
for POM 81. The FYDP data base contains the manpower end-
strength (number of Officers and number of Enlisted) and
the dollars authorized from FY 1962 to the current fiscal
year plus five years. Additionally, force authorizations
are displayed for the FYDP plus three years (current fiscal
year plus eight years). The FYDP is composed of program
elements. "A Program Element is a description of the mission
to be undertaken and a collection of the organizational
entities identified to perform the mission assignment
.
n>>
Program elements are assigned a six digit alpha-numeric
code based upon program type, category, budget activity,
element and service. Figure ii-2 demonstrates how the Pro-
gram Element alpha-numeric code is determined for an Adams
Class Guided Missile Destroyer (P.E. 2ij.292N). Essentially,
the Navy's resources (forces, dollars and manpower) are






Example of Program Element Numbering















1— 92 Destroyers/Frigates -
Missile
93 Destroyer - Non-Missi
94 Escorts - Missile
95 Escorts - Non-Missile






1 Sea Control/Projection Forces
2 Sea Control Forces
3 Mine Warfare Forces
4 Sea Projection Forces
6 Support Forces - Shore-Based
1 Unified Commands
4 Forces (Navy)
6 Fleet Marine Forces
PROGRAM
1 Strategic Forces
^—2 General Purpose Forces
3 Intelligence and Communications
k Airlift and Sealift
5 Guard and Reserve Forces
6 Research and Development
7 Central Supply and Maintenance
8 Training, Medical and Other General Personnel Activities
9 Administration and Associated Activities
Support of Other Nacions
SOURCE: NAVMMACPAC, Navy Manpower Planning System (NAMPS),
System Description, 1 August 1977

program elements are stored in the PYDP data base. The
Department of the Navy Program Information Center (DONPIG)
publishes the PYDP, as it pertains to the Navy, and this is
called the DNPYP (Department of the Navy Five Year Plan).
The term FYDP refers to the aggregate DOD five year defense
plan and DNPYP refers to the Navy's portion of the PYDP.
Since the PYDP and DNPYP mean practically the same thing,
no further attempt will be made in this thesis to differen-
tiate between the two. Therefore, referring to Figure lj.-l,
the discussion of the Navy's POM, Manpower, data flow pro-
cess will continue with the MAHP.
The Manpower Allocation Requirements Plan (MARP) is an
accounting tool which "spreads officer and enlisted end
strength numbers among Naval activities; however, it does
not identify the billet quality."^ Essentially, the MARP
is a data base. It is also called the "A tape", and shows
how the approved end strength (officer and enlisted) is
divided up among Naval activities. It shows the total
number of officers and enlisted personnel which are assigned
to each activity, but does not identify personnel quality by
rank or pay grade. However, depending upon the activity
and the manpower resources available in the Navy's inventory,
the number of officers and enlisted personnel actually assigned
^6 Ibid., p. 31.
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as reflected in the MARP, may be fewer than those required
by the activity's SMD, SQMD, or SHMD. That is, if the man-
power resources are not available, they can not be assigned.
The MARP is also called the P-MARP or Peacetime MARP. Other
variations of the MARP are: M-MARP (the Mobilization Allo-
cation/Requirements Plan), CIV-M-MARP (Civilian Mobilization
Manpower Allocation/Requirements Plan) and M03C0N (Mobili-
zation Construction Plan). The next flow point in the POM
data flow process is the MAPMIS billet file (pre;-POM).
The Manpower Personnel Management Information System
(MAPMIS) is a data base or billet file (3F). It is sometimes
referred to as the "3 tape" and the terra MAPMIS is used to
describe three kinds of MAPMIS billet files. It contains
the activity, officer billet, and enlisted billet files and
this information is used to prepare activity manpower author-
izations (OPNAV form 1000/2). Manpower requirements, as
determined by the SMD, SQMD and SHMD documents, form the
basis for the preparation of manpower authorizations, "Man-
power authorizations reflect the number and the quality of
officer and enlisted billets each activity is authorized.
For our purposes here, the Billet File can be viewed as a
repository for the Manpower Authorizations for all naval
activities."^' Under ideal conditions, the end strength by
activity reflected in the MARP and MAPMIS should be equal.
57 Ibid ., p. 32.
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However, they usually differ. Therefore, a monthly computer
exception report is published to show where the differences
occur. These exceptions are printed by activity (not by
billet) and the report does not explain the differences. It
merely identifies them. However, analysts can usually identi-
fy the factors causing the differences by studying the report.
For instance, the exception report may show that two activities
with comparable size and mission differ significantly with
respect to the total number of billets that each are authorized
to have. Essentially, the exception report tells the manpower
analyst that there may be a problem and it is his/her respon-
sibility to define the problem and rectify the situation.
Additionally, throughout the PPBS process, as a result of
policy decisions by the President, Congress, CNO or Sponsors,
programs are added to or cut from the FYDP. Manpower resources
are prioritized and a request for additional manpower is called
an increment. In contrast, "decrements are most often used
by Sponsors to pay for other programs of higher priority, or
to readjust priorities or to recognize facts of life situa-
tions." 5 Now, the Enlisted Requirements Plan (ERP) and the
and the Officer Requirements Plan (ORP) will be discussed.
Early in FY79, the ERP and ORP had their names changed.
These reports are now called the Enlisted Programmed
5 OPNAVINST 1000. 16D, Manual of Navy Officer and Enlisted
Manpower
. 30 July 1977, p. A-6.
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Authorizations (EPA) and the Officer Programmed Authorizations
(OPA). However, the content of each report remains the same.
These reports are based upon the MAPMIS billet file and they
indicate the pay grade/rank, skills/designators and special-
ties required for enlisted and officer personnel for five
consecutive fiscal years. Appendix P was extracted from the
FY79-FY83 OPA. The next flow point in Figure 1 is something
called the QRA (Qualitative Requirements Application).
The QRA (E), enlisted, and QRA (0), officers, are prepared
by the Naval Command Systems Support Activity (NAVCOSSACT)
and their purpose is "to determine the differences between
the MARP authorized end strengths and summarized Billet File
data for current year plus the next four. These differences
are distributed by rate and rating so that the QRA data base
matches the FYDP manpower quantities. "^ Basically, this
process consists of gathering the information contained in
the Enlisted Programmed Authorizations (EPA) and the Officer
Programmed Authorizations (OPA) and punching the information
onto computer cards. These cards are taken to a contractor
(currently 3-K Dynamics, Inc.), where the data are re-formatted
and inserted into the Navy Manpower Planning System (NAMPS).
NAMPS is a computerized system which enables the Navy to
track program changes throughout the POM cycle. "Resource
sponsors originate program changes as a result of reevaluations
-^NAVMMACPAC, Navy Manpower Planning; System (NAMPS), System
Description
. 1 August 1977, p. 32.
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of the threat or altered operational requirements. During
the POM (development process), manpower information associated
with these program changes is computerized and applied to a
base derived from the FYDP in a series of NARM and NAMPS
models to provide decision support and analysis. Potential
manpower requirements vs. personnel inventory inbalances are
60identified and marked for resolution." The NAMPS system
is an evolutionary process with three major phases: Mini-
NAMP3, Interim NAMPS and NAMPS, Each of these phases will be
described later in this chapter. As the reader can see,
Sponsor Deltas (or changes) are direct inputs into both the
NAMPS (0P-C1) and the NARM (Navy Resource Model - OP-090)
systems.
Manpower Analysts in OP-01 receive the Sponsor Deltas
and look for problem areas, such as: grade creep, too high
of a top six ratio, inverted pyramid with respect to rank
structure, etc. After locating problem areas, analysts
usually contact the Sponsors concerned. Analysts describe
the problem and its implications to the Sponsor, and recommend
corrective measures. Sometimes, the problem can be resolved
at this level; other times more senior personnel must become
involved. After all of the problem areas have been resolved,
the officer, enlisted and civilian deltas, and activity
NAVMMACPAC, The Navy Manpower Planning System (NAMPS)
Reference Guide
. POM-81, p. ii.
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level quality and quantity, are sent back to MAFMIS to update
the MAPMIS billet file. Additionally, the OPA (Officer
Programmed Authorizations) and the EPA (Enlisted Programmed
Authorizations) are updated based upon the Sponsor deltas.
Before moving to the OP-090 side of Figure 1+-1, the Enlisted
Force Management System will be discussed.
The Enlisted Force Management System is also called
ADSTA? (Advancement, Strength and Training Planning Program).
The ADSTA? system contains a Personnel Inventory Analysis,
Inputs, Training and Losses Required Models, as well as a
total enlisted Military Fay Navy (MPN) budget cost model of
the Navy Manpower Planning System (NAMPS). The Enlisted
Force Management System is depicted in Figure I4.-3. This
system involves the interaction of several models and a dis-
cussion of these models is beyond the scope of this thesis.
However, the reader should be aware of the four primary
functions of the Enlisted Force Management System; as defined
by the Navy Manpower and Material Analysis Center, Pacific
(NAVMMACPAC)
:
1. Defines the optimum enlisted personnel force.
2. Measures and projects the existing enlisted
personnel inventory.
3. Calculates and compares the relative worth






ENLISTED FORCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
ADVANCEMENT PLANNING
MODEL
SOURCE: NAVMMACPAC, Navy Manpower Planning System (NAMPS),
System Description , 1 August, 1977
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ij.. Devises alternative policies to shape the
61desired enlisted force.
Now the FAST model will be described.
The Force Structure Projection Model (FAST) is part of
the Enlisted Force Management System. Essentially, this
model simulates enlisted manpower flows through the current
personnel system based upon current and proposed plans and
policies. More specifically, the FAST model creates enlisted
strength plans by pay grade and determines the monthly acces-
sions and losses necessary to meet the approved end strength.
Ultimately, the Enlisted Force Management System determines
the average cost per man/year to support the approved force
structure and those costs are submitted to 03D as budget
estimates. OP-130 is responsible for costing out the man/
year cost averages for officers and OP-135 is responsible
for the enlisted computations. Although OF-01 is the prin-
cipal advisor to the CNQ and SECDEF on all Manpower, Personnel
and Training Matters, QP-090 (Director of Navy Program Plan-
ning) also participates in the manpower planning and program-
ming process, as depicted in Figure I4.-I.
OP-090 is responsible for coordinating the preparation
and development of the Navy's POM. He must insure that the
programs therein are consistent and balanced. Ultimately,
NAVMMACPAC, Navy Manpower Planning System (NAMPS),
System Description , 1 August 1977, p. 103.
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he controls all of the Navy's resources and is responsible
for the allocation of these resources to the respective
sponsors. OP-090 receives information from the Navy Resource
Model (NARM). "The model is used to keep track of sponsor
deltas to all resources -- dollars, forces, and manpower —
62
as well as to compute related support deltas." However,
this information is much less detailed than the OP-01 NAMPS
data, i.e., NARM information extends to the Program Element
level while NAMPS data extends to the activity level. OP-090 '
s
staff uses the NARM data as an input when it computes the
average officer and average enlisted costs. This cost figure
is much less accurate than the FAST computation; because
FAST computes man/year cost averages by pay grade. Whereas,
NARM does it for the average Naval officer and the average
Naval enlisted person. "Force, Dollar, and Manpower Deltas
from the NARM reflect that system's summary capability.
Manpower Deltas to the allocation of numbers of officers and
enlisted were aggregated to the Program Element level and
were forwarded to MAPMIS as the prescribed Billet File quant i-
tative update." J These changes are used to update the DNFYP
(Department of the Navy Five Year Plan). Additionally, after
the Secretary of Defense issues his program decision memoranda
(PDMs), NARM data is used to update the October FYDP. This
62 Ibid





concludes the general discussion of POM, manpower data flow.
The next section of this chapter will describe the NAMPS
system (The Navy Manpower Planning System).
B. NAMPS (NAVY MANPOWER PLANNING SYSTEM)
NAMPS is a management information system which was de-
signed by 3-X Dynamics to help Sponsors coordinate their
decisions while managing manpower resources. Figure l±-L\.
depicts mini-NAMPS interactions. During POM development,
there are numerous Sponsor deltas and each of them have man-
power implications, i.e., any time an activity's mission,
operational requirements or operational capabilities change,
so do the manpower requirements. Therefore, the Navy needed
a system which would provide the decision maker with real
time information concerning the impact of program changes
This system is NAMPS. However, due to various constraints,
the NAMPS system implementation was scheduled to evolve in
three distinct phases: Mini-NAMPS, Interim-NAMPS and NAMPS.
Mini-NAMPS was implemented during the FCM-77 development
process. "Manpower changes prior to POM-77 were processed
in an environment where individual sponsors stated their
needs but there was no mechanism to collect and correlate
the information during the POM and evaluate all the cumulative
effects on the Navy personnel inventory." ^ Although Mini-NAMPS
^NAVMMACPAC, The Navy Manpower Planning System (NAMPS)
.
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has limited capabilities, it has proved to be quite useful
during the POM development process. Originally, Mini-NAMPS
performed three major functions:
1. Tracked and coordinated qualitative and
quantitative manpower requirements of
SPPs (Sponsor Program Proposals).
2. Sponsor Program Proposals were applied to
the January FYDP and a report of manpower
and personnel implications was printed.
3. Mini-NAMPS data were used to justify the
POM. 6^
Since POM-77* Mini-NAMPS has been given expanded capabilities:
1. It tracks military and civilian manpower
incremental change requests during POM
development.
2. It aggregates military and civilian require-
ments which result from specific requests.
3. It develops critical rating ratios.
[).. It displays manpower requirements, inventories
and authorizations in a format which facilitates
review and analysis.
5. Mini-NAMPS assesses the feasibility of support-





6. It can provide 51 different output reports upon
. 66
request.
Figure L\.-5 is an example of some of these reports. Mini-NAMPS
supports the POM in three phases.
The first phase is called "Start Base Generation" and it
occurs prior to and during the CPAM (CNO Program Analysis
Memorandum) phase. During this period, a data base is pre-
pared. This data base consists of known manpower requirements,
personnel inventory projections, and constraints (end strength,
grade ceilings, etc.). Phase II is called "Delta Feasibility
Assessment.
"
"The Delta Feasibility Assessment involves processing and
organizing manpower change requests, calculating 'support*
loads and creating a comprehensive file of manpower 'Deltas',
cross referenced by sponsor, claimant, program, activity/unit,
67
and manpower classifications." All of the variables asso-
ciated with Delta feasibility assessment are reviewed in
various combinations by manpower analysts. During this
analysis, programs are adjusted and then approved or dis-
approved based upon their ability to comply with fiscal and
resource constraints. Then phase III begins.
EAVMMACPAC, Navy Manpower Planning System (NAMPS),






The Mini-NAMPS has available over fifty different tvpes
of output available on demand. The following are a few sample
outputs from POM-80 Mini-NAMPS. These products are similar to




* Coincidence between two or more values.
These graphs show a progression from All Navy Enlisted totals
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Finally, the above is an example of a rating
requiring manacement resolution 'o either e..ro a
trend of derluung inventory or to reduce out year
requirements.
SOURCE: Navy Manpower and Material Analysis Center, Pacific
The Navy Manpower Planning; System (NAMPS), Reference Qx
POM-81.

During phase III, the results of the various program
changes are stored in data files. Hard copy reports, stating
the results of these changes are distributed to the Claimants
and Sponsors for informational purposes; and costing infor-
mation is used to prepare the service budgetary estimates.
However, Mini-NAMPS has some serious shortcomings.
The Mini-NAMPS system is batch oriented vice interactive,
and it does not consider all elements of the total force.
This system is based upon authorizations instead of require-
ments, therefore, it does not support Zero Based Budgeting
(ZBB). The Mini-NAMPS system was designed to support the POM
development process, while a more enhanced version of the
system, called interim NAMPS, was being designed. Mini-NAMPS
was scheduled for use during POM-77, 73, 79 and 80, and
interim NAMPS was scheduled for implementation during POM-81.
However, interim NAMPS failed to meet the POM-Sl target date,
so an enhanced form of Mini-NAMPS was utilized instead.
Nevertheless, interim NAMPS is now scheduled for implementa-
tion during PCM-32.
Figure 1^.-6 is a generalized data flow diagram for interim
NAMPS. Interim NAMPS is considerably more complex than the
Mini-NAMPS system and is being designed to accomplish numerous
objectives. The Secretary of the Navy expects interim NAMPS
to "provide a system for the aggregation of manpower require-
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Planning; System (NAMPS) ,
32

to support and justify Navy manpower requirements during
all stages of the Planning, Programming and Budgeting
System (PPBS). SECNAV wants the system to react quickly
to management queries and to provide reliable planning
information to Sponsors, so they can quickly assess the
impact of policy decisions. Additionally, SECNAV wants
interim NAMPS to relate shore-based support manpower require-
ments to fleet demands. Now, the performance requirements
for interim NAMPS will be summarized.
Interim NAMPS will be required to accept military (active
and reserves) and civilian data from other automated systems
as well as from users. This information will be used for
planning and management of the Total Force. It will track
manpower requirements during Pre-PCM, Mid- POM and Post -POM
phases for the total force, operating forces and Shore
Establishments. It will "provide an automated system to
express and account for alternative unit manpower resource
allocation decisions in terms of unit Required Functional
Capabilities (RFCs), Required Operational Capabilities (ROCs),
and Projected Operational Environment (POE)." It will
apply budgetary constraints to manpower requirements packages
and provide the user with alternatives. Interim NAMPS will
track all qualitative and quantitative program changes as
Ibid.
, p. 11^..
69 Ibid., p. 27.
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well as SPPs (Sponsor Program Proposals) during the POM
development process. It will have interactive displays or
data terminal sets which will be located in close proximity
to users. Users will be able to enter and retrieve data from
remote interactive displays. Overall, it should be a very
useful system. However, the Interim NAMPS system is still
being developed, so nobody knows for sure how effective it
will be. One of the problems facing the NAMPS program is
user definition. Although this system could be very useful
for all of the Sponsors as well as other key DOD personnel,
authorized users have not been identified. "In summary,
NAMPS development proceeds with a phased growth strategy
based on modular construction principles. Each new genera-
tion builds on the preceding mature system using network
70
analysis to optimize the development resource commitment."
The fully capable NAMPS system is scheduled for initial
implementation around the PCM-83 time frame.
The fully capable NAMPS system will be built upon a
foundation composed of Mini-NAMPS and Interim NAMPS hardware
and software. "It is envisioned that a fully capable NAMPS
will eventually be comprised of a universe of manpower,
personnel, cost, operational requirements, and ancillary
models which will be called, sequenced, and selectively
'°NAVMMACPAC, Navy Manpower Planning System (NAMPS),
System Description , 1 August 1977, p. 113*
8b.

interfaced by an executive module to produce the informa-
71
tion requested by the decision maker." The next section
of this chapter will describe the Navy Resource Model (NAHM).
C. NAHM (NAVY RESOURCE MODEL)
The Navy Resource Model has four primary functions:
1. It computes the impact of sponsor deltas
on the FYDP with respect to end strength
and cost size.
2. It calculates the support requirements
necessary to meet fleet demands.
3. NAHM is used to update the FYDP data base.
ij.. It produces RADS I- IV (Resource Allocation
72Displays)
.
NARM is an automated system which was designed by CNA (The
Center for Naval Analysis). Navy decision makers are expected
to select force levels and procurement programs as well as
develop ship and aircraft operating policies. These decisions
are constrained by the availability of resources (capital and
labor) and by the budget. Therefore, when one program is
augmented another must be curtailed and decision makers should
be aware of the program tradeoffs which result from policy







in Figure Lj.-7, if the NARM system is provided with such
inputs as: desired force level, force operating constraints,
budget constraints and base year resources, then it will
provide various outputs. These outputs are: ship forces
by type/class/fleet, aircraft forces by type/model/series,
budget activity and appropriations costs, and the amount of
manpower (Officers, Enlisted and Civilians) required to
support the program. "Manpower costing in the NARM is
accomplished in two phases. Direct MPN (Military Personnel,
Navy) costs (for a specific ship class or aircraft type/model/
series) are estimated as follows: -*
(Ai) x (Z) x Wi) = direct MPN costs
The independent variables associated with the direct MPN
cost algorithm are defined as follows:
A = manpower allowance
Z = NARM direct MPN factor
W = weighting factor
i = aircraft type/model/series
or ship class
The manpower allowance (A) for each activity is defined in
the OPNAV FORM 1000/2 for each ship class or aircraft type/
model/series. The NARM direct MPN factor (Z) is developed
73
'Askew, Henry L., Berterman, John E. , Smith Beatrice M.,
Noah, Joseph W., Breaux, Fred J., Naval Manpower Costs and
Cost Models : An Evaluative Study, August 1978* Administra-











































by another model called QUIKPAY. Until recently, one MPN
factor (Z) was used for officers and a second MPN factor (Z)
was used for enlisted computations. Recently, the MPN factor
(Z) was subdivided into a direct and indirect MPN factor.
"The weighting factor (W), supplied by SUPERS, varies around
1.0 and can be thought of as adding a qualitative dimension
to the gross manpower requirement represented by A, ' ^ (man-
power allowance). However, the NARM system no longer has an
input/output algorithm as depicted in Figure I+-7 and this
section should be labeled support of support section. Direct
costs are computed based upon the factors listed in Figure
I4.-8. The second phase of NARM Manpower costing focuses on
manpower-related indirect support costs.
These support costs are associated with a particular ship
or aircraft, and the following support functions are considered
relevant: Training, PCS, Base Operating, Medical, Recruiting
and Examining, Transients, Patients and Prisoners. Logistics
support is considered irrelevant when computing manpower costs.
The NARM system produces manpower cost estimates with a mini-
mum amount of manpower requirements information. In fact,
this system is not capable of handling detailed manpower
requirements inputs. This method of computing support costs
results in an estimation of average costs, vice marginal costs.





FACTORS USED IN COMPUTATION
OF DIRECT COSTS OF SHIPS AND AIRCRAFT
1. Ships; (for each class, e.g., DE-1052, SSN-688)
A. MPN
1. Officers per ship
2. Enlisted per ship
3. Average pay per officer and enlisted
B. O&MN
1. Overhaul costs




a. Steaming hours underway
b. Barrels of fuel per steaming hour
c. Steaming hours not underway
d. Barrels of fuel per steaming hour not underway
e. Cost per barrel of fuel
3. Utilities
4. Restricted availability
5. Repair parts consumption
6. Tender availability
7. Other ship O&MN
8. Fleet TAD
11. Aircraft (for each series, e.g., F-4B, A6-A)
A. MPN
I. Officers per aircraft
2. Enlisted per aircraft
3. Average pay per officer and enlisted
B. O&MN
1. Flight operations
a. Cost per flying hour
b. Flying hours per month
2. Engine overhaul
a. Cost per flying hour
b. Flying hours per month
3. Component reworks
a. Cost per flying hour
b. Flying hours per month
4. Airframe reworks
a. Time between reworks
b. Time in rework
c. Cost per rework
C. PAMN: Replenishment spares
a. Cost per flying hour
b. Flying hours per month
SOURCE: Hibbs, Norma, An Introduction to the NARM , (CNA)
166V72, 1972.

related support activities are allocated to only those
billets directly associated with ships and aircraft. ^
However, before a computer system can provide users with
an output; the users must create a data base.
With respect to the NARM system, the data base is created
from inputs called NDES (NARM data entry sheets). Sponsors
are required to document all program changes as they occur.
This documentation is recorded on NARM data entry sheets
(NDES) and then entered into the NARM data base. "Each
NDES must contain a complete and descriptive statement of
the rationale and justification for the program change pro-
posal detailed by the NDES serial. Justification statements
will not be entered into the POM-81 data base but will be
maintained on file for information and use in developing
POM documentation. Due to the number and complexity of
the program changes which occur during each POM cycle, decision
tracking is a must 1 Appendix Q. contains the instructions for
completing the NDES.
D. SUMMARY
The purpose of this chapter was to familiarize the reader
with many of the "behind the scenes" manpower support functions.
75 Ibid., p. 59.
7 OP-090, Data Requirements for POM-81 . POM 81-11, Serial
901/58281^8, December 13, 1978, p. k-
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The POM Manpower Data Plow Process was separated into OP-01
events and OP-090 events. Each phase of the data flow process
was described in depth. The Navy Manpower Planning System
and the Navy Resource Model were also described. Chapter V




V. THE NAVY'S MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS DETERMINATION PROCESS
A. OVERVIEW
The Department of Defense is the largest single employer
77
of manpower resources in the United States. ' Manpower costs
have risen from 52% of the DOD budget in 1961]. to 70% in 1974.
These resources must be justified, recruited, trained and
retained; and "unless manpower is properly allocated in suf-
ficient quantity and quality in terms of military billets
and/or civilian positions, Navy ships, squadrons, and shore
activities cannot effectively carry out their assigned
79
missions." The responsibility for the Navy's manpower
requirements determination and documentation programs was
assigned to the Chief of Naval Operations by the Secretary
of the Navy (SECNAV INSTxRUCTION 5312.10 (SERIES)). Currently,
the Navy has three kinds of manpower requirements programs:
one for ships, aircraft squadrons, and shore activities.
Each of these programs is based on a written statement
called the Required Operational Capabilities. This statement
is prepared by the activity's Resource sponsor in accordance
77Cooper, Richard V. L., Military Manpower and the All-





79 Chief of Naval Operations, United States Navy Manpower
Requirements Program for Shore-Based Activities , OPNAV, 12P-6,
June 1975, p. ii-
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with the approved mission profile. Ship and aircraft squad-
ron requirements programs call this statement the "ROC" and
shore activities call it the "SHOROC." The R0C/SHOR0C is
supplemented by a statement called the Projected Operational
Environment (POE). The POE is promulgated by the unit's
resource sponsor. It describes the at-sea, wartime environ-
ment in which each ship or aircraft is expected to operate.
For example: In the case of aa aviation squadron., the ROC/
POE statements are developed by the Chief of Naval Operations
Ol soft****
0P-9#, AS8 WARFARE). The ROC is a general mission statement
which describes the squadron-J s mission capabilities. In
contrast, the POE lists the aqufl(:U,oa-t-s assets and describes
the utilization of those assets. More specifically, the POE
Q/-\
defines monthly utilization..-and" sortie length-, seat factor,
standard Navy Work Week, and the amount of each day that will
be utilized for riyijag and maintenance of _a±*i*€tft • It also
lists special commitments, if assigned, that will require
additional manpower. The ROC/POE documents are reviewed
and updated annually or as changes occur. Although the
Chief of Naval Operations is responsible for overall policy
The seat factor value is a numerical estimation of how
many qualified people should be assigned to man each seat on
an aircraft. This value takes into account such variables
as attrition, crew rotation, training, etc. The seat factor
value is published in the POE for each type of aircraft.
81
( Chief of Naval Operations, A Treatise On Squadron Man-
power Requirements Determination Methodology , QP-12lj_F, p. 1.
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control and direction of the Navy's Manpower Requirements
determination process, most of the analysis is done by Navy
Manpower and Material Analysis Centers, Atlantic and Pacific
(NAVMMACLANT/NAVMMACPAC )
.
The mission of NAVMMACLANT/NAVMMACPAC is "to apply work
study and management engineering techniques throughout the
Naval Establishment in order to document and recommend by
means of onsite surveys, special studies, and evaluation of
material maintenance support, the optimum use of manpower
and material resources in carrying out assigned missions;
stock and maintain manpower listings for the Naval establish-
ment storage and issuance of all promulgated manpower documents;
operate the Naval School of Work Study; and to perform such
other manpower or material analysis and work study functions
»82
as may be directed by the Chief of Naval Operations.
NAVMMACLANT and NAVMMACPAC send trained manpower survey teams
into the field to gather data on specific ships, aircraft
squadrons, and shore establishments. Some of the standard
industrial engineering techniques employed by the NAVMMAC
teams are: Operational Audit . Interview . Job Task Analysis .
Work Sampling , Examination of Data and Statistical analysis .
The operational audit is a critical analysis of each work
Op
Chief of Naval Operations, Manual of Navy Officer and
Enlisted Manpower Policies and Procedures . OPNAVINST 1000. 16D,
30 July 1977, p. 2-2.
9k

function, task, sub-task, and element performed by each work
center. The interview is used primarily for amplification
and clarification of data or information that was obtained
by some other means. Job task analysis is an objective
appraisal of job content. "Work sampling is a technique
used to investigate the proportions of total time devoted to
the various activities that are comprised by a job or work
situation." -* Examination of data consists of reviewing
and examining the historical data contained in department/
division organization and doctrine manuals, work logs, 3^
(Maintenance and Material Management) data and other admin-
istrative reports. After the survey team completes its on-
site survey, team members return to the Navy Manpower and
Material Analysis Center (Atlantic or Pacific) to analyze
the data, utilizing statistical regression techniques. "The
workload as observed may be used directly to compute manpower
requirements as in the ship and squadron program, or it may
be converted to statistically valid staffing standards^ ao art
i>--in the 3H0RSTAMPS Concept.." 3H0RSTAMPS (Shore Require-
ments, Standards and Manpower Planning System) is the Navy's




^Niebel, Benjamin W., Motion and Time Study
. Illinois,
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1976, p. 510.
f -Chief of Naval Operations, United States Navy Manpower
Requirements Program for Shore Based Activities . OPNAV 12P-6,
June 1975 > ?• Vii.
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requirements programs (ships, aircraft squadrons and shore
establishments) will be addressed in later sections of this
chapter.
The Navy's manpower requirements determination process
is based upon the Standard Navy Workweek. The standard
workweek is meant to be a guideline for sustained personnel
utilization and it is a function of whether or not the
activity is stationed At-Sea, In-Port or Ashore. ^ Tfee"
standard Navy workweek will be discussed further in later
sections of this chapter. In addition to the required work-
load and standard workweek, the Navy's manpower requirements
determination process considers human performance factors.
Allowances such as: production delay (PD), make ready/put
away (MR/PA), productivity allowance (PA) and service
diversions such as personnel inspections, haircuts, etc. are
all considered when calculating a unit's minimum staffing
requirements. "The resultant manpower requirements, termed
organizational manning, represent the minimum spaces neces-
sary to staff the activity in fulfillment of its approved
mission and tasking. " Organizational manpower requirements
35^Chief of Naval Operations, Manual of Navy Officer and
Enlisted Manpower Policies and Procedures, OPNAVINST 1000. 16D,
30 July 1977, p. 5-16.
Chief of Naval Operations, United States Navy Manpower
Requirement Program for Shore-Based Activities , OPNAV 12P-6,
June 1975, p. Vii.
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are published in one of three documents depending upon the
type of activity being surveyed. Manpower requirements for
ships are published by hull number in the Ship Manpower
Document (SMD). Similarly, aircraft squadron manpower
requirements are published in the Squadron Manpower Document
(SQMD) and shore requirements are published in the Shore
Manpower Document (SEMD). Originally, the ship manpower
document was developed by ship class and it was called the
SMD I methodology. Now, the SMD II methodology is being
used and it develops manpower requirements by hull number.
Currently, 90-95^ of the ships in the Navy's inventory are
C covered by an SMD II, All aircraft squadrons having the same
model and aircraft configuration have identical SQMDs (air-
craft squadrons). For example, the SQMD for the ?3C, ORION,
aircraft might be developed as a result of an onsite survey
conducted at NAS Jacksonville, Florida. One particular
?3G squadron is selected by the Naval Manpower and Material
Analysis Center, the onsite survey is conducted and manpower
requirements for that type of unit are developed. Subsequently
an SQMD for the P3C class is promulgated and all P3C squadrons
(East and West Coast) whose mission and aircraft configuration
is the same as the surveyed activity will have identical
SQMDs. Ships and squadrons having special missions and
unique configurations are surveyed individually. In contrast,
each shore activity has its own SEMD. Essentially, no two
shore activities are exactly alike. Therefore, "no standard
97

shore activity organizations are intended or needed." Man-
power requirements as promulgated in the SMDs, SQMDs and SHMDs
form the foundation for Navy Manpower Authorizations (OPNAV
QQ
FORM 1000/2). However, manpower resources are usually
limited and an activity's manpower authorizations are often
less than or equal to the requirements which are published
in the appropriate manpower document.
Manpower Authorizations (MPA) serve three important
functions: (1) They indicate the manpower requirements for
an activity and provide NMPC (The Navy Military Personnel
Center) with CNO authority to distribute personnel accordingly;
(2) This document is an official statement of an activity's
authorized manpower and billets; and (3) "It is the basic
document for current and future peacetime and mobilization
Navy military manpower planning in the. areas of recruiting,
training, promotion, personnel distribution, and Naval Reserve
89 ,/-
recall." This section has provided the reader with an
overview of the Navy's Manpower Requirements Determination
Process. Subsequent sections of this chapter will describe
the 3MD, SQJMD and 3HMD methodologies in m/ore detail.
'Chief of Naval Operations, SHORSTAMPS Presentation by
Commander Ray 3. Hardy, Jr., (Code 61), November 20 1978* P« 3«
on
Chief of Naval Operations, A Treatise On Squadron Man-
power Requirements Determination Methodology , OP-I2I4JF, p. 8.
89
Chief of Naval Operations, Manual of Navy Officer and
Enlisted Manpower Policies and Procedures , OPNAVINST 1000. 16D,
30 July 1977, p. A-12.
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B. SHIP MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS DETERMINATION
"Prior to 1966, the procedures used for determining man-
power requirements were based on experience tempered by value
90judgement." This methodology was inefficient and difficult
to justify. So, when the SMD methodology was introduced to
91the Navy it was well received. The first Ship Manpower
Document (SMD) was developed in 1966, for DD-710, a PRAM
(Fleet Rehabilitation and Modernization Program) I Class
Destroyer. It was a funded research project. Although the
SMD process had not been officially sanctioned by the Navy,
members of the CNO's staff perceived that the SMD could
become very useful when justifying the Navy's manpower re-
quirements to reviewing authorities, i.e., OSD, 0M3, etc.
Therefore, in July 1970, the SMD methodology was officially
accepted by the Navy and it transitioned from developmental
to operational status.^
As previously described in paragraph A, the ship Manpower
Requirements Program is the responsibility of the Chief of
Naval Operations. However, the Deputy Chief of Naval
90Report on the Development of the U.S. Navy Enlisted
Personnel Management System . Requested by OSD (M & RA). Circa
1975, p. II-3.
91 Chief of Naval Operations, U.S. Navy Manpower Require-
ments Program
, OPNAV 12P-6, 29 August 1975, p. iii.
92 Chief of Naval Operations, United States Navy Manpower
Requirements Program For Shore Based Activities , OPNAV 12P-6,
June 1975, p. iii.
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Operations (Manpower, Personnel and Training), OP-01,
actually manages the SMD program and is supported by the
Navy Manpower and Material Analysis Centers, Atlantic and
Pacific (NAVMMACLANT/NAVMMACPAC). Initially, the NAVMMAC
survey teams were tasked with developing an initial SMD for
every ship class in the Navy's inventory (SMD I). Since
then, the Navy stopped using the SMD I methodology and
started developing ship manpower requirements by hull num-
ber (SMD II). To date, 90-95^ of all hull numbers in the
inventory have been surveyed, SMDs have been developed and
they must be kept up to date.
Due to the fact that ship modernization and equipment
reconfiguration usually occurs during the ship's regular
overhaul cycle (ROH), "ships are surveyed at the beginning
of overhaul to ensure inclusion of equipment and configura-
tion changes. ^ However, SMDs can also be updated based
upon a ship's request. For example, if the manpower author-
ization (MPA) for a particular ship was drastically reduced,
the commanding officer of that ship could request an interim
change to the SMD.
The SMD has many uses, including the following: it is
the basis for the ship's battle bill and watch quarter and
Station Bill, it defines the minimum manpower assets necessary
•^Report on the Development of the U.S. Navy Enlisted




to meet wartime readiness standards, and it is the basis for
the ship's manpower authorizations (M?A). However, the SMD ! s
primary purpose is to identify the quantity and quality of
manpower resources required by each ship in order to perform
the tasking which is assigned in the ROC/POE. Therefore, the
NAVMMAC survey teams must determine each ship's required work-
load, by work center. Then the billets required for that
work center are determined by dividing the productive man
hours available per week by the appropriate Navy Standard Vork-
week. Figure 5-1 depicts the shipboard standard Navy work-
week. After the on-site survey has been conducted and the
ship's manpower requirements have been determined, NAVMMAC
publishes either a Preliminary Ship Manpower Requirements
Document (PSMD) if the surveyed command is a newly commis-
sioned ship, or a draft SMD for ships which are already in
service.
The draft SMD is forwarded to the surveyed ship as well
as its appropriate chain of command. All key members of that
chain of command are expected to review the document simul-
taneously and to request a formal SMD review, if necessary,
within 30 days of receipt of the draft SMD document. If the
Chief of Naval Operations receives no requests for an SMD
review within 30 days, concurrence is assumed and the SMD
QJt
^Chief of Naval Operations, Ship Manpower Requirements





























SOURCE: OPNAVINST 1000. 16D, July 30, 1977
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is automatically initiated. This procedure is new and it
is called the letter review process. After the draft SMD
is reviewed and approved, NAVMMAC publishes the SMD docu-
ment. "The published SMD then becomes the basis for manpower
planning and programming. * However, in order to completely
understand the SMD methodology, it is necessary to take a
closer look at the steps used to construct one.
NAVMMAC teams utilize the following procedure when develop-
ing an SMD:
1. They determine the following information by work
center:
a. Operational Manning (OM)
b. Preventive Maintenance (PM)
c. Corrective Maintenance (CM)
d. Facilities Maintenance (FM)
e. Own Unit Support (0U3)
2. The quantity and quality of billets required for each
work center must be determined.
3. An allowance for service diversions, by billet, is
considered.
I4.. An allowance for training, by billet, is determined.
5. A productivity allowance factor, by billet, is
developed.
6. The officer billets listed in the ship's 1000/2 man-
power allowance are added to the requirements.
"^Chief of Naval Operations, Ship Manpower Requirements
Determination
. 0P-111C, p. 1
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7. The computed workload is adjusted in accordance with
the results of the on-site survey or the fleet review
96process.
"Operational Manning, as determined by the ROC/POE, is
the qualitative and quantitative sum of billets necessary to
man essential operating stations during a specified condition
97
of readiness. 1 For example, during condition III, with
three section duty, each watch stander must stand two four-
hour watches per day, seven days per week, i.e., 3 billets
x 56 hours/billet = 168 man hours per week per watchstation.
Preventive Maintenance (PM) is scheduled maintenance
which must be performed on each system, equipment or component.
This workload requirement is measured from Maintenance Require-
ments Cards (MRCs). The survey team uses the MRC cards to
determine the amount of preventive maintenance (PM) accom-
plished by work center, rating and NEC (Navy Enlisted Classi-
fication Code). The preventive maintenance workload, as
computed by the survey team, includes a 30% allowance to com-
pensate for make ready/put away (MR/PA) time.
Ibid




98Maintenance Requirements Cards (MRCs) describe the task
which must be performed as well as the number of man hours,




Corrective Maintenance (CM) is unscheduled maintenance.
It is performed anytime systems, equipment, or components
become disabled or stop functioning within the prescribed
tolerances. "Corrective maintenance hours are allotted at
a ratio of one hour corrective maintenance for each two hours
of preventive maintenance with the exception of electronics
technicians and electronics-associated ratings which are
allotted one hour of corrective maintenance for each hour
„QQ
of preventive maintenance.
Facilities Maintenance (?M) refers to the maintenance
effort required to preserve the ship's hull, super-structure
and equipment. This workload category includes corrosion
control and ship's cleanliness. The NAVMMAC survey teams
determine the facilities maintenance man-hour requirements
by analyzing factors which were determined utilizing work
sampling techniques on similar tasks.
Own Unit Support (OUS) refers to the internal workload
generated by administrative command, supply and medical
support as well as the accomplishment of utility tasks and
evolutions. The amount of weekly OUS is determined by work
sampling techniques.
The quality of personnel required by each work center
is determined by the following:
99 Chief of Naval Operations, Ship Manpower Requirements
Determination
. 0P-111C, p. 3.
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1. The 3M system identifies the pay grade and NEC's
necessary for task accomplishment,
2. The qualifications manual identifies all watchstanding
qualifications,
3. On-site surveys identify certain quality requirements,
ij.. The NEC manual lists the NSC requirements, and
5. The "pay grade distribution necessary to meet rating
community flow considerations."
The quantity of personnel required by each work center is
computed by dividing the productive man hours available per
week by the appropriate Navy Standard Workweek, as depicted
in Figure 5-1 •
1
Service Diversions and Training . Service Diversions are
events which occur as a result of military regulations, ship-
board routine, etc. These events are normally accomplished
during normal working hours and, therefore, interfere with
the individuals productive effort. The following are examples
of service diversions: inspections; sick call; pay line;
haircuts; personal business at disbursing; post office; ships
store, etc. Another activity which influences personnel
productivity is training. Training is conducted in order to
improve the unit's combat readiness and personnel effectiveness
However, training is time consuming, and while participating





work, "The SMD combines service diversion and training at an
established allowance of 6.00 hours weekly for non-watchstanders
and U..50 hours weekly for watchstanders. These allowances are
based on the wartime environment specified in the POE.
The Productivity Allowance is designed to compensate for
delays due to: fatigue, environmental factors, personal needs,
and unavoidable interruptions. All of these factors increase
the time required to accomplish a particular task. The pro-
ductivity allowance is defined as 20% of the productive work
requirements, less operational manning.
Workload Adjustments . Although 3M data as well as the
R0G/P0E statements contribute significantly to the SMD develop-
ment process, they are not all-inclusive. It is necessary for
the survey team to verify maintenance requirements and accuracy
and to insure that operational manning requirements are in
accordance with the R0C/P0S.
Essentially, the Ship Manpower Document (SMD) identifies
the manpower requirements necessary for that ship to accom-
plish the missions assigned in the R0C/P0E. "It is the
definitive statement of manpower requirements against which
capability and force changes are measured. As such, it is
102the manpower basis for force and billet funding decisions."




. , p. 6.
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C. AIRCRAFT SQUADRON MANPOWER DOCUMENT (SQMD) METHODOLOGY
The Squadron Manpower Document (SQMD) was introduced to
the Navy in 1969. This document was patterned after the SMD
103
and it was first developed for an A-I4.C aircraft squadron. J
The SQMD methodology replaced the "MO factor" concept. The
"MO factor" concept was based upon the assumption that there
was a direct relationship between numbers of aircraft assigned
and manpower requirements. For example, if a squadron owned
ten aircraft, and it had 200 billets assigned; then the man-
power requirements for that squadron were defined as twenty
billets per aircraft. Therefore, each time a particular
squadron had an aircraft added to or removed from its inven-
tory, twenty billets were incremented or decremented
respectively. ^ "As a result of SQMD's approach to the
problem, a newer perspective and a better understanding of
the relationship between" ** manpower requirements and air-
craft flight hours has evolved. Essentially, the main factors
which drive manpower requirements in an aviation squadron
are the mission requirements and aircraft type, the number
of flight hours flown, the number of aircraft to be maintained
Chief of Naval Operations, United States Navy Manpower
Requirements Program for Shore-Based Operations
.
QPNAV. 12-6.
June 1975, p. IV.
^"Chief of Naval Operations, SQMD Standards Presentation,




and sortie length. However, before describing the 3QMD
development process, it is appropriate to emphasize that the
SMD and SQMD development methodologies are very similar.
Both programs are based upon ROC/POE statements which
are developed by their respective resource sponsors, i.e.,
OP-03 Surface Warfare and OP-05 Air Warfare. Experienced
survey teams from the Navy*s Manpower and Material Analysis
Centers, Atlantic and Pacific, survey aviation squadrons.
Usually, if an East coat unit is surveyed, within two years
a West coast squadron will be surveyed, or vice versa.
After the survey has been completed, the survey team returns
to its headquarters to analyze the data and develop a draft
SQMD. The draft 3QMD is forwarded to the surveyed squadron,
the Commanders in Chief Atlantic and Pacific Fleets, the
Functional Wing Commanders from both coasts and the Type
Commanders from both coasts. The surveyed squadron must
contact the Type Commander within 10 days of receipt of the
draft document and together they decide whether or not an on-
site SQMD is necessary. If an on-site review is necessary,
the Type Commander will coordinate the scheduling with NAVMMA!
The surveyed unit must prepare a written statement justifying
all proposed changes to the draft SQMD and forward an abbre-
viated list of grievances to OPNAV within 2G days after
receiving the draft document. If no statement of concurrence
or reclama is received within 60 days, concurrence is assumed
and the smooth SQMD will be initiated. Squadron manpower,
109

for 3QMD purposes, has been classified into three categories:
flight crew (officer and enlisted), ground officers, and
ground enlisted.
"Flight crew billets in non-Fleet Readiness Squadrons are
computed from seat factors and crew ratios found in the POE.
"
Fleet Readiness Squadrons are training squadrons and non-Fleet
Readiness Squadrons are operational units. The algorithm
used for computation of flight crew billets in non-Fleet Readi-
ness Squadrons is as follows: total for each aircraft = seat
factor x crew ratio x number of aircraft. In contrast, the
instructor requirements for Fleet Readiness Squadrons are
based upon the squadron's submission of "Planning Factors" in
accordance with OPNAVINST. 3760.13. Student load is defined
in the POE. In addition to instructor and student billets,
fleet readiness squadrons are assigned CO, X0, department head
and some special billets.
With the exception of Replacement Air G-roup (RAG) Squad-
rons like V?30 and V?31, all P3C squadrons are considered
non-Fleet Readiness units. Therefore, seat factor, crew ratio,
and number of aircraft determine the total billets per aircraft
per squadron. The P3C seat factor, as defined in the POE, for
Pilots, NFOs, and Enlisted Crew is equal to 1.67. There are,
usually, 12 flight crews assigned per squadron and the crew
ratios are as follows: 3 pilots, 2 NFOs and 7 enlisted per
Chief of Naval Operations, A Treatise On Scuadron Man-
power Requirements Determination Methodology , 0P-12l|F, p. 6.
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crew, or llu^. flight crew personnel per squadron. Essentially,
each type of aircraft squadron has an established seat factor
and crew ratio. The number of ground officers, excluding
pilots and NFOs, is determined by the ground officer algorithm.
The ground officer staffing policy is as follows: one
LT. Plight Surgeon, one LGDR Assistant Maintenance Officer,
one LDO or URL Maintenance/Material Control Officer, one
LTJG/ENS Intelligence Officer, and one Warrant Officer that
works for the Training Department. As you can see, flight
crew and ground officer manpower determination is straight-
forward. Therefore, the primary purpose of the NAVMMAC
survey is to determine the ground enlisted manpower require-
ments. The survey team develops the SQMD step by step just
as the 3MD was developed. However, the steps are somewhat
different from those described in paragraph 3.
The following steps are used to develop the SQMD:
1. The survey team must determine the corrective
maintenance (CM) by work center.
2. They determine the preventive maintenance (PM) by
work center.
3. The administrative support (A3) is computed.
i|.« The facilities maintenance (PM) is computed.
5. Utilities Tasks (UT) is added, by work center, if
applicable.




7. The billet quantity is determined.
8. Billet quality is identified.
9. Additional billets, not included in 3M data, are
added.
10. Plight crew billets are computed.
11. Ground officers are added.
12. Other billets are added, such as Directed Manning (DM).
13. Billets are computed based upon the total squadron
population.
Corrective Maintenance (CM) or unscheduled maintenance
can be measured from 3M historical data which is available
from the Maintenance Support Office Department in Mechanics-
burg, Pennsylvania. Statistical regression techniques are
applied to the CM data and equations are developed which
will predict total squadron man hours of workload for any
amount of flight activity. CM equations can be developed
which will predict MAP (Maintenance Action Form) and SAP
(Support Action Form) workloads, as well as quantity of CM
workload per work center.
Preventive Maintenance (PM) or scheduled maintenance is
measured from Maintenance Requirements Cards (MRC) and sub-
categorized as follows: PM per aircraft/per week, per day,
per sortie, per flight hour. Furthermore, the survey team




Administrative Support (AS) includes the supervisory,
clerical and administrative efforts which contribute to the
productivity of each work center. Facilities Maintenance (PM)
consists of housekeeping throughout the living, working and
operating areas. Utilities tasks refers to the extra work-
load assigned to carrier based squadrons in the form of
ship's working parties, underway replenishment evolutions,
etc. The NAVMMAC survey teams make squadron workload adjust-
ments for the same reason and in the same manner previously
described in paragraph B.
Billet quantity is calculated for each work center. The
total workload is established as PM + CM + AS + FM + UT for
each work center. The standard Navy Workweek for aviation
squadrons is defined as follows:
Shore Based Squadron - 31*9 productive hours per
week out of a l|.0 hour week.
VP Deployed Squadron - 5l»0 productive hours per
week out of a 57 hour week.
Carrier Based Squadron - 63.0 productive hours
per week out of a 70 hour week.
Work Centex- Billets = *»* Center _(PM+CM+AS+FM+OT)
107
Productive Hours per week
"Quality is defined as rate, rating and NSC. The appro-





3M source data which was used in computing the PM and CM
workloard." After the ratings and NECs have been deter-
mined, a paygrade distribution matrix is developed for each
production work center. These matrices are developed by
SQMD analysts usint the OP Audit Technique {on-site survey).
Special billets are assigned to a squadron based upon the
number of maintenance work shifts prescribed in the POE. If
the unit operates with one shift, an E-9 and an E-7 billet
are assigned. If the squadron has two shifts, it rates an
E-9, E-8, and an E-7. If it has three shifts, an E-9, E-8,
and two E-7s are assigned. Essentially, the E-9 billet is
documented as the Maintenance Chief and a specific NSC is
not required. However, all of the other Chief Petty Officers
are assigned, based upon the NEC system. The Executive
Assistant to the Commanding Officer (Master Chief of the
109Command) is an E-9 billet which can be filled by any
aviation Master Chief Petty Officer, regardless of rating or
NEC.
The SQMD identifies watchstanding requirements for the
surveyed command. Any aviation Petty Officer is qualified
to stand the following types of watches: ASDO (Assistant
Squadron Duty Officer), messenger, security watches, BEQ MAA
108,.., -Ibid., p. 5.
109 Ibid., p. 6.
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(Bachelor Enlisted Quarters Master at Arras), etc. These
billets are included in the SQMD under the title "Executive
Department.
"
The Operations Department requires the services of a
variety of enlisted ratings. In addition to enlisted flight
crew personnel, the operations department employs a PH
(Photographers Mate), IS (Intelligence Specialist), YN (Yeo-
man) and some units have a DM (Illustrator Draftsman). The
survey team determines whether or not the squadron should
have an IS, PH and DM based upon their observations during
the onsite survey or OP audit. The number of Yeoman (YN)
billets assigned to the operations department is determined
by a formula which equates YN workload to sorties per week.
Aviation Storekeeper (AX) billets are utilized by the
Material Control Division. The NAVMMAC survey teams determine
the number of AX billets required by equating "storekeeper
workload to the quantity of material requisitions initiated
which is in turn based on the type aircraft and the utili-
zation rate.
"
Other billets or Directed Manning (DM) requirements are
determined by the survey team during the onsite survey. The
techniques used to determine DM requirements are OP audit
and work measurement. Directed manning consists of billets
110 Ibid., p. 7.
111 Ibid ., p. 7.
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such as PRAMP (Fleet Replacement Aviation Maintenance Program),
AIMD (Aircraft Intermediate Maintenance), Integrated Services,
Ground Officers, etc.
The last billets which are computed are the Yeoman (YN),
personnelman (PN) and career counselors. These billets are
a function of the units total population. SQMD analysts
develop paygrade matrices for the Administrative Office and
the Personnel Office, and YN/PN billets are assigned accord-
ingly. Career counselor billets are determined by the follow-
ing algorithm:
If the units total population is greater than
or equal to 350, the career counselor billets is an
APOC (Aviation Chief Petty Officer) with a secondary
NEC of 9589.
If the units total population is greater than or
equal to 200 but less than 350, the career counselor
billet will be an AP01 (Aviation First Class Petty
Officer) with a secondary NEC of 9589.
If the units total population is less than 200,
the career counselor billet is assigned to the senior
Personnelman (PN) as a collateral duty and this person
will hold a secondary NEC of 9588. 112
Depending upon the manpower authorization (1000/2) and





manned at a level which is equal to or less than that pre-
scribed by the smooth SQMD. The Shore Requirements, Standards,
and Manpower Planning System (SHORSTAMPS) will be discussed
next.
D. THE SHORE REQUIREMENTS, STANDARDS, AND MANPOWER PLANNING
SYSTEM (SHORSTAMPS).
Six times since World War II, the Navy has attempted to
develop a Shore Manpower Planning System. Five of these
attempts were unsuccessful due to higher priorities. When
POM-78 was reviewed by the House and Senate Armed Services
Committees, they concluded that since manpower costs had
risen to more than %0% of the Navy's budget, the Navy's most
expensive budget item should have an efficient planning sys-
tem. Therefore, on June 26, 1976, the Chairman of the Joint
Armed Services Committees ordered the Navy to "establish an
adequate" manpower planning system for the Navy's military and
civilian manpower. This system was to be in operation within
two years. •* Since the afloat forces, i.e., ships and squad-
rons, had already developed successful manpower planning
systems, this requirement was directed toward the Navy's
shore establishment.
The Navy's shore establishment employs over 500*000
military and civilians, roughly two-thirds of its total
111^Chief of Naval Operations, SHORSTAMPS Presentation by
CDR. Ray S. Hardy, Jr., Code 61, November 20, 1979, p. 1.
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manpower. ^ These resources must be distributed equitably
among the various shore commands and they must be justifiable
in terms of the annual budget. Although the SHORSTAMPS man-
power requirements determination process parallels the SMD
and SQMD methodologies in many respects, there are some major
differences
Unlike ship classes and aircraft squadrons, no two shore
activities are exactly alike. Therefore, the SHORSTAMPS
methodology must be capable of providing each of these acti-
vities with the requisite manpower to perform its assigned
mission. Like the SMD and SQMD, the SHMD is based upon the
required operational capabilities. In the SHORSTAMPS program,
this document is called the SHOROC. Each year the Chief of
Naval Operations publishes a SHOROC dictionary and provides
a copy to each shore establishment. The "SHOROC Dictionary
contains the complete SHOROC language which must be used to
task shore support activities." ^ Shore activities are
required to review their required operational tasking and to
submit the command's revised tasking requirements to the
echelon 2 commander by 1 July of each year. After the echelon
2 commander approves the revised SHOROC, the changes are
lli]
-Ibid .. p. 2.
^Chief of Naval Operations, Shore Requirements, Standards,
and Manpower Planning System (SHORSTAMPS) , OPNAVINST. 5310. 12C,
May 17, 197ti, p. 5.
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entered into the SHOROC data base. Figure 5-2 is an example
of the SHOROC tasking statement and Figure 5-3 displays the
SHOROC mission areas. The SHOROC "provides structured speci-
fication of discrete functional tasking statements" and
it has four levels of detail:
Mission area - This is a broad, category or major
subdivision of the function.
Functional area - Subdivision of mission areas
into separate elements.
Required Functional Caoabilit?^ (RFC) - RFCs are
specific tasks which are performed.
Limiting Parameter - This specifies how much, how
long or how well the RFC will be performed.
The mission areas are listed in alphabetical order in the
SHOROC Dictionary and each mission area is subdivided into
its respective functional areas. Each functional area is
further subdivided into its required functional capabilities
and each RFC is constrained by one to six limiting parameters.
Since the SHOROC Dictionary is coded, it would be worthwhile
to go through an example. Assume that an activity submitted
their revised tasking requirements to their echelon 2 commander
and one of the tasking requirements was coded as follows:
Chief of Naval Operations, United States Navy Manpower
Requirements Program For Shore-Based Activities
. OPNAV 12P-6,




OPNAVI NST 5 310. 12C
1 7 MAY 1^78
Figure 5-2
1 l.LUSTKATIQN OF SHQROC TASKING STATEMENT
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(ADP) AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
(COM) COMMUNICATIONS
(CON) CONSTRUCTION OF SHORE FACILITIES
(DEN) DENTAL





(FSS) FLIGHT SUPPORT SERIVICES
(INS) INSPECTION




(PSO) PORT SERVICE OPERATIONS
(RCT) RECRUITING
(R&D) RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION
(SEC) SECURITY
(SFP) SHORE FACILITIES PLANNING
(SHP) SHIP REPAIR
(SUP) SUPPLY
SOURCE: Navy Manpower and
(TRA) TRAINING Material Analysis
Center, Pacific,






PER 02.003 9000. In order for the echelon 2 commander to
understand this requirement, he must decode it. So, he looks
for a mission area in the SHOROC Dictionary which has PER
for the first three letters. This leads him to a mission
area called personnel support. Now the reader should refer
to Figure 5*"4 in order to understand how the specific tasking
requirement is decoded. Since the tasking was defined as
PER 02.003 9000, the functional area is determined by
locating PER 02 on the left side of the page under the head-
ing "functional area". After locating PER 02, it should be
apparent that the functional area in this particular example
is entitled "operate mess assigned". In order to determine
what kind of a mess is operated, the RFC must be decoded.
Therefore, referring to the original coded task, i.e, PER
02.003 9000; the applicable RFC is located by looking
under the sub-heading entitled PER 02.003. After locating
PER 02.003, it is obvious that this activity is responsible
for operating a Chief Petty Officer's (C?0) open mess. The
limiting parameters are located on the right hand side of
the page, following the explanation of each RFC. In this
case, the limiting parameter was coded D1 and in order to
find out what D1 means; the reader must locate D1 in the
table of limiting parameter codes. This table is located in
the back of the SHOROC Dictionary. Figure $-$ is page ZZZ5
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the Code D1 . Therefore, D1 is decoded as dollars per year.
So, PER 02.003 9000 means that one of the workload require-
ments for this particular activity includes operating a
Chief Petty Officer *s Open Mess with a volume of $9,000 per
year. Essentially, the SH0R0C methodology was "created with
117
a view towards computerization" ' of mission tasking. The
second subsystem of the SHORSTAMPS program is development of
staffing standards.
Staffing standards depict "the quantitative and qualita-
tive manpower required to accomplish a specific required
functional capability from the lowest to the highest work-
lift
load value." The SH0R0C and staffing standards are used
to determine the minimum manpower requirements for each shore
activity. Staffing standards are developed in three phases
(preliminary, measurement, and computation phases). The
preliminary phase involves the evaluation of a specific
functional area. During this phase, a NAVMMAC survey team
visits several shore activities which perform a particular
function, to determine which work tasks are necessary to
accomplish that function. This information is utilized by
NAVMMAC analysts to construct a measurement plan for a
117 ibid.
lift
Chief of Naval Operations, Manual of Navy Officer and
Enlisted Manpower Policies and Procedures . QPNAV INST 1000. 16D,
30 July 1977, p. A-28.
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specific functional area. After a measurement plan has
been designed, it is field-tested for accuracy, adequacy and
feasibility. After the plan is tested, NAVMMAC analysts
make some required revisions and forward it to the appro-
priate manpower claimants and functional managers for their
approval. After the measurement plan has been approved, the
measurement phase begins. During this phase, the following
techniques are used; time study, predetermined time standards,
work sampling, queuing theory, and operational audit. Time
studies are conducted by timing a worker while performing a
particular task. These times are recorded and standards
times for each task are developed. "The predetermined time
standards method is based on the use of standard data developed
by time study to identify, analyze, and determine time values
for elements of an operation, and to establish a predeter-
mined time standard for the operation in accordance with a
-119particular standard data used. When an analyst uses
the work sampling technique, he/she observes, at random,
several workers in a work area. This technique is used to
determine the total time required to perform each of the
tasks in a specific functional area. Queuing theory (Wait-
ing Line Theory) is used to determine the service requirements
of a service facility; and to balance the unit's costs
119Chief of Naval Operations, United States Navy Manpower
Requirements Program For Shore-Based Activities , OPNAV 12P-6,
June 1975, p. IV-3.
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associated with waiting for service against the costs of
providing a service facility which is occasionally idle.
The operational audit technique is a combination of several
industrial engineering methodologies. "It employs four
techniques: best judgement, historical experience, average
120good operator, and directed requirement," The last phase
is the computation phase.
During the computation phase, statistical regression
techniques are utilized to determine which variables impact
upon manpower requirements and how much manpower per unit of
workload. For example, how many man hours per dollar of
messing provided. Staffing standards equations are developed
and staffing tables are constructed. The staffing tables
identify the quantity and quality requirements for each work
center. These tables classify each billet as military only,
civilian only, or military or civilian; and officer, enlisted
and civilian manpower requirements are identified according
to RFC. Both the 3H0R0C and staffing standards programs are
still under development and as each SH0R0C and accompanying
set of staffing standards are approved, the data will be







The Navy's Manpower and Material Analysis Centers are
responsible for developing staffing standards and conducting
on-site surveys. In all three manpower planning systems,
the NAVMMAC teams are responsible for analyzing the organi-
zational workload; recommending improved organizational
structures, where appropriate; recommending improved methods
of manpower utilization; the determination and documentation
of minimum manpower requirements and they must identify areas
which require work study analysis. In the case of SHCRSTAMPS
"the emphasis in the manpower study effort has undergone a
shift from complete surveys of Navy activities to examinations
of selected mission area functions and the use of staffing
i 21
standards to determine manpower requirements. Therefore,
the end-product of on-site surveys varies from the develop-
ment of a complete manpower document, i.e., SHMD, to developing
staffing standards for a specific functional area.
SHORSTAMPS manpower requirements are based upon the Navy
Standard Workweek. However, as depicted in Figure 5-6» the
Navy's standard workweek for shore activities has several
different variations. Military personnel, ashore in Conus
(Continental United States) where dependents are authorized
have a i^O-hour standard work week. Military personnel who
are stationed ashore in Conus or overseas where dependents
are not authorized, have a standard workweek of 60, 61.7 or




NAVY STANDARD WORKWEEKS FOR SHORE ACTIVITIES
Standard Workweeks
a. Standard Workweek for Military Personnel Ashore
(1) The standard workweek for military personnel at
GONUS activities and overseas bases where dependents are
authorized is kO hours. Included in this workweek is an
allowance for service diversions which provides for
quarters, sick call, personal business, etc. The l4.0-h.our






Time Available for Work 31.914-
Total I4.O.OO
(2) The standard workweek for military ashore at
GONUS activities and overseas where dependents are not
authorized should be computed as follows:
Time
Available Nonavailable
for Work Hours Total
Continuous Shift
Watchstander 60.00
Duty Status Watchstander 61.7
Non-watchstander 51.0
(3) The workweek for military firefighters and other













Available for Work 62.10
Total 72.00
b. Standard Workweek for Civilians
(1) The standard workweek for civilians is I4.0 hours.
Training includes classroom lectures, security briefings,
and safety indoctrination. Diversions include minor un-
avoidable delays such as fire drills, chest X-rays, voting,
blood donations, etc. The i+O-hour standard workweek for








Time Available for Work 33-36m
Total I4.O.OO
(2) The standard workweek for civilian supervisory













(3) The standard workweek for civilian firefighters






Available for Work 63.15




51 hours per week, depending on their watchstanding duties.
Similarly, the standard work weeks for- military firefighters
and civilian firefighters are all listed in Figure 5-6. In
addition to determining the organization's workload and
determining their manpower requirements, NAVMMAC survey teams
must take additional factors into consideration when surveying
a shore activity.
For example, OPNAVINST. 1700. Ij. of 11 May 1971 "established
a goal of 15 minutes as the maximum customer waiting time at
122
service facilities." This requirement adds a new dimension
to the manpower requirements determination process. Additional
manpower may be required for some service organizations, if
they intend to comply with the 15 minute goal. Similarly,
the survey teams must determine whether or not the billet
should be filled by a civilian, military or either one.
Some billets could be performed equally well by either
military or civilians. However, such factors as: combat
readiness, military background, military discipline, training,
sea/ shore rotation, etc. may dictate that the incumbent be
a military person. Similarly, if a billet requires contin-
uity or if there are no military personnel who posses the
requisite skills, then civilian encumbency is required. Some
enlisted rates have been identified as "deprived rates and
G billets"123 have been identified.
Ibid
., p. III-I4..
123Ibid ., o. 111-10.
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Essentially, personnel who serve in deprived ratings are
subject to unfavorable sea-shore rotation ratios. Therefore,
as an attempt to improve the sea-shore rotation of personnel
in deprived ratings, "G- Billets" have been identified. Per-
sonnel from deprived ratings will then fill them. These
billets require a qualitative rate level, i.e., E-5, 2-6,
E-7, etc., but no specific technical skills. The NAVMMAC
survey teams must also determine the TAD (Temporary Additional
Duty) requirements necessary to support each shore activity.
They must determine whether or not a particular task is a
valid requirement as opposed to a part time self-help project
and they sometimes become involved in re-classifying civilian
positions. However, the NAVMMAC analysts "are not required
to prepare nor determine the applicable position/job descrip-
tions."12^ This should be done by the command itself.
Currently, the SHOROC tasking language is designed for
the peacetime scenario. However, the 3H0RSTAMP3 program
intends to address the mobilization issue at a later date.
Although the NAVMMAC survey teams determine manpower
requirements based upon accepted industrial engineering
techniques, other factors must be considered in the final
analysis. As a result of 20th century technological advances,
new equipment and weapon systems are constantly being intro-





personnel to operate and maintain them and the requisite
skills are not gained overnight. Therefore, "the CNO
directed OP-01 and OP-090 to develop a plan to manage and
control manpower requirements growth associated with the
development and introduction of new systems and equipments
into the fleet." -> This program is called HARDMAN (Military
Manpower vs. Hardware Procurement). Another new program is
called MODMAN (Modernization Manpower). The MODMAN program
is to the FMP (Fleet Modernization Program) what HARDMAN is
126
to the WSAP (Weapons Systems Aquisition Process). The
MODMAN Program is designed to incorporate Manpower, Person-
nel and Training (MPT) considerations into the PMP decision
making process. Although further discussion of HARDMAN and
MODMAN is beyond the scope of this thesis; it is important
for the reader to realize that the Weapons Systems Aquisition
Process, as well as the Fleet Modernization Program have an
impact upon manpower, personnel and training, and must be
considered when planning and programming manpower resources.
125^Chief of Naval Operations, Manpower and Training
Requirements Determination , 27 March 1978, p. 1.
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Vice Admiral J. D. Watkins, U.S.N. (Chief of Naval
Personnel), MODMAN Briefing for the Laboratory Directors ,




Chapter V described the Navy's manpower requirements
determination programs. Ship manpower requirements are
documented by ship hull number and are published in a Ship
Manpower Document (SMD). Aircraft Squadron manpower require-
ments are documented according to aircraft type and model
and are published in the Squadron Manpower Document (SMD).
Similarly, each shore activity has its manpower requirements
published in a Shore Manpower Document (3HMD). The Chief
of Naval Operations is responsible for the Navy's manpower
requirements programs, but the DCNO (MPT), OP-01, actually
manages the programs. OP-01 is supported by the Navy's Man-





Chapter I described the evolution of PPBS and introduced
the reader to the other chapters in this thesis. Chapter II
was devoted to PPBS.
The PPBS system is analogous to the cross section of an
oak tree, as depicted in Figure 6-1. The DOD PPBS system en-
compasses the three military departments, i.e, Army, Navy,
Air Force, like the bark on a tree. It requires them to plan
ahead, evaluate the implications of their programs, and to
compete for financial resources. Thereby creating mini-PPBS
systems within each of the military services. Essentially,
the PPBS system helps the Secretary of Defense, as well as
the military Departments, to: define the goals of national
defense, to determine the military capabilities required to
meet those goals and to determine the manpower and capital
127
resources which are necessary to provide those capabilities.
Chapter III describes the Navy's POM development process.
The POM development process is used by the Navy, as well
as other DOD components, to program total resources, manpower
and capital, for five years at a time. It is an extremely
complex process which involves many participants and it
127Enthoven, Alan C, and Smith, Wayne K. , How Much Is




OAK TREE DEPICTION OF PPBS
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requires a year to complete. The POM is developed annually
by each of the services and the Navy process has three phases:
CFAM, 3PP and End-Game. Each phase involves the coordination
and cooperation of a myriad of personnel within the Department
of the Navy. Chapter IV describes the POM development Support
functions.
Although the POM represents the Navy's output during the
programming phase of PPBS, there are many "behind the scenes"
support functions which make that output possible. The MARP
is a manpower accounting tool which displays the numbers of
officer and enlisted quality and quantity by activity. NAMPS
is a computerized system which enables the Navy to track
program changes throughout the POM cycle. The NAMPS system
was designed to evolve in three distinct phases: Mini-NAMPS,
Interim-NAMPS and NAMPS. Interim-NAMPS is scheduled for
implementation during PCM-82 and NAMPS will be implemented
sometime in the future. Another major system is called
ADSTAP (Advancement, Strength and Training Planning Program).
It defines the optimum enlisted force, measures and projects
the existing enlisted personnel inventory, calculates and
compares the relative worth of projected forces to optimum
forces and devises alternative policies to shape the desired
enlisted force. One of the key models in the Enlisted Force
Management System is called FAST (Force Structure Projection
Model). It simulates enlisted manpower flows through the
personnel system based upon current and proposed plans and
139

policies. Finally, the NARM (Navy Resource Model) computes
the impact of sponsor changes (deltas) on the PYDP with
respect to end-strength; calculates the support requirements
necessary to meet fleet demands; it is used to update the
PYDP data base and it produces RADS I- IV. Chapter V describes
the Navy's manpower requirements programs.
The Navy has three manpower requirements programs, i.e.,
Ships, Aircraft Squadrons and Shore Activities. The GNO is
responsible for the manpower requirements programs, and OP-01
manages them. OP-01 is supported by the Navy Manpower and
Material Analysis Centers, Atlantic and Pacific (NAVMMACLANT/
MAVMMACPAC). The NAVMMAC survey teams visit the ships, squad-
rons and shore activities and conduct on-site surveys. These
surveys are conducted and the manpower requirements are sub-
sequently determined utilizing widely accepted industrial
engineering techniques. Manpower requirements for each Ship/
Aircraft Squadron are a function of the ROC (Required Opera-
tional Environment). Shore activities have a 3HCR0C (Shore
Required Operational Capabilities). The end result of the
manpower requirements determination process is a document
called the SMD, 3QMD or 3HMD; depending upon whether the
activity is a ship, aircraft squadron or shore activity.
The shore manpower requirements program is called 3H0RSTAMPS
(The Shore Standards and Manpower Planning System). The
SHOROC is a subsystem of SHORSTAMPS and it defines tasking
in four levels, i.e., mission, mission area, function and
lij.0

required functional capability. The SHOROC Dictionary de-
fines the tasking for all four levels according to mission
area and it is useful when coding/decoding mission tasking.
Another subsystem of SHORSTAMPS are the Staffing Standards.
Staffing Standards are a break down of the manpower require-
ments for each RFC (Required Functional Capability). Enclosure
1 discusses a classroom simulation of the Navy' 3 POM develop-
ment process.
The simulation was designed to familiarize manpower/
personnel analysis students with the Navy's POM development
process. Eleven graduate students and two professors parti-
cipated in the simulation. Participants were selected to
play the following roles: PDRC/CEB, OP-01, OP-96, OP-090,
OP-03, OP-05, JCS, SSCDEF, CINCLANTFLT, Commanding Officer
of VP-26, and Commanding Officer of a Navy Recruiting
Command. The simulation was conducted during four (1 hour)
classroom periods and it included a CPAM phase and SPP phase.
The simulation was well received by all of the participants




Although chapters II through V describe each of the
processes which are involved with determining manpower require-
ments and its relationship to PPB3, the reader may still be
wondering how these requirements are entered into the system
Ikl

as a whole. Manpower requirements are determined by NAVMMAC
for each ship, aircraft squadron and shore activity in the
Navy. This information is one of the many inputs into the
MAPMIS system. The MAPMIS system contains the activity,
officer billet, and enlisted billet files and this information
is combined with numerous other inputs, including NMP (Navy
Manning Plan). One of the MAPMIS outputs are activity man-
power authorizations (CPNAV 1000/2), and each activity is
manned at a level which is equal to or less than the quantity













































































SOURCE: Chief of Naval Operations, Manpower. Personnel and






Normal communication How of the PPBS.
SOURCE: Navy Personnel Research and Development Center,
NPRDC TR 75-19, Navy Manpower Planning; and
Programming: Basis for Systems Examination
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Figure 14. Membership of t he National Security Council.
NATIONAL SECURITY
COUNCIL
m BACK UP FROM JOINT STAFF
Interface of the Chairman. Joint Chiefs of Stall with the supporting bodies ol NSC
Extracted from the Commanders Dirjest, Vol 13, No 32. June 14. 1973, "Mission.
Responsibilities nl Joint Chiefs Explained Admirnl Thomas H Mooter, USN
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
SOURCE: Navy Personnel Research and Development Center,
NPRDC TR 75-19, Navy Manpower Planning; and Programming
Basis for Systems Examination , by David A. Wedding
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~R & D Support
ADMIN & DOD Support
Medical








Submarine Warfare . OP-02
Air Warfare OP-05
Command & Control OP-091*.
Intelligence OP-009
Undersea Surveillance/Oceanography OP-095
Personnel Support and Training.... OP-01
Logistics OP-Oi;
Administration/DOD Support OP-093
R & D OP-098
Military Assistance OP-06
Medical OP-093








Aircraft Procurement APN. OP-05
Other Procurement, Navy OPN 0P-92
Weapons Procurement, Navy WPN. 0P-03
Research, Development, Test,
and Evaluation, Navy RDTS,N 0P-098
Military Construction, Navy MILCON OP-Oij.
Operation k Maintenance, Navy 0+M,N QP-92
Military Personnel, Navy MPN OP-01
Military Construction,
Naval Reserve MCNR 0P-09R
Reserve Personnel, Navy RPN .....0P-09R
Operation & Maintenance,
Naval Reserve 0+MNR 0P-09R






Manpower, Personnel and Training...... OP-01
Acquisition OP-098
Base Operating Support OP-Oli
Encroachment ••••••.•••••••••••• ••••• OP-01].
Ship Maintenance k FMP OP-Ok
Spares & Repair Parts (Procurement & Rework) OP-Olj.
Military Construction OP-01].
Conventional Ordnance (Procurement & Rework) OP- Oil
Energy Conservation • ••*. OP-Oli
Sustainability. OP-Oli
Electronic Warfare 0?-09li
OTH Targeting 3 OP-091;
Anti-Submarine Warfare CP-095
NATO RSI**" OP-06
SOURCE: PCM 81-1, Enclosure 1, 22 Sept. 197
1 Encroachment refers to the procurement of land m the
vicinity of Naval Stations and Naval Air Stations where an
explosive hazard exists.
2FM? stands for Fleet Modernization Program. The purpose
for this appropriation is to insure that adequate funds are
set aside to purchase new shipboard equipment.
3
-"OTH stands for Over The Horizon targeting and it is
concerned with the coordination and development of a long
range targeting capability.
^"NATO RSI stands for NATO Related Standardization/ inter-
operability. Funding is set aside for designated NATO programs








Military Manpower Claimants are:
Central Operating Activity (COA) (Pers-313)
Chief of Naval Operations (0p-09EF)
Deputy Comptroller of the Navy (NCD)
Chief of Naval Research
Commander Naval Intelligence Command
Chief, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery
Commander Naval Air Systems Command
U.S. Army
Chief of Naval Personnel
Commander Naval Supply Systems Command
Commander Naval Sea Systems Command
Commander Naval Facilities Engineering Command
Commandant of the Marine Corps
Secretary of Defense/ Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
Director, Strategic Systems Project Office
Commander Military Sealift Command
Chief of Naval Material
Commander Naval Electronic Systems Command
Director, Defense Nuclear Agency
Director, Defense Communications Agency





Director, National Security Agency
Director, Defense Mapping Agency
Director, Defense Investigative Service
Director, Defense Logistics Agency
U.S. Air Force
Commander in Chief, U.S. Atlantic Fleet
Commander in Chief, U.S. Naval Forces, Furope
Chief of Naval Education and Training
Commander Naval Telecommunications Command
Oceanographer of the Navy
Commander Naval Security Group Command
Commander in Chief, U.S. Pacific Fleet
Chief of Naval Reserve
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TENTATIVE SCHEDULE FOR POM-81
DATE EVENT LEAD
1978
29 SEPTEMBER PREVIEW CPAM OP-96
MID-OCTOBER OCT FYDP UPDATE OP-90
MID-OCTOBER PROMULGATE DNPPG OPA
LATE-OCTOBER PROMULGATE RAD I OP-90
1 NOVEMBER PROMULGATE CPFG I/RAD II 0P-90-
20 NOV-1 DSC SUBMIT PRIORITIZED ISSUES
TO SPONSORS NAVMAT
1 DECEMBER PROMULGATE CPPG OP-96
197?
2 JANUARY COMMENCE PDRC REVIEW OP-96
OF CPAM's
5 JANUARY COMMENCE CSB REVIEW
OF CPAM's
OP-96
9 JANUARY PROMULGATE DRAFT CG OSD
16 JANUARY JAN FYDP UPDATE OP-90
26 JANUARY PROMULGATE RAD III OP-90
2 FEBRUARY CSB REVIEW OF SUMMARY
CPAM I OP-96
15 FEBRUARY PROMULGATE CPFG II/RAD IV OP-90
26 FEBRUARY COMMENCE SPE PRESSNTA- ' RESOURCE
TIONS TO PDRC SPONSORS
2 MARCH DON RESPONSE TO DRAFT CG
TO OSD 0P-90/0PA
9 MARCH ALL SPP DATA BASES RESOURCE
COMPLETE SPONSORS
12 MARCH OPN/WPN LINE-ITEMS TO APPROPRIA-
NAVMAT FOR REPRICING TION SPONSOR
19 MARCH COMMENCE PROGRAM ASSESS- DESIGNATED
MENTS SPONSORS
23 MARCH ASSESSMENTS COMPLETE DESIGNATED
SPONSORS
28 MARCH CEB REVIEW OF SUMMARY
CPAM II OP-96
28 MARCH COMMENCE FINAL POM
DEVELOPMENT OP-90
2-6 APRIL OP-090/APPROPRIAT ION 0P-92/APPR0-
SPONSOR REVIEWS PRIATION
SPONSORS




















TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF CNO PROGRAM ANALYSIS MEMORANDA (CPAM)
POM-81
CPAM PDRC CEB SECNAV
PREVIEW CPAM 26 SEP 78 29 SEP 78 10 OCT 78
RESOURCES/STRATEGIC 2 JAN 79 5 JAN 79 9 JAN 79
C
2
I 1* JAN 79 8 JAN 79 11 JAN 79
ASW/AAW 8 JAN 79 11 JAN 79 15 JAN 79
MINING/AMPHIBIOUS TBA TBA TBA
ASUW/STRIKE 10 JAN 79 15 JAN 79 17 JAN 79
FLEET SUPPORT/FORCE
LEVELS 12 JAN 79 18 JAN 79 20 JAN 79
MANPOWER/TRAINING 15 JAN 79 22 JAN 79 23 JAN 79
GENERAL SUPPORT &
LOGISTICS 17 JAN 79 2k JAN 79 26 JAN 79
SUMMARY CPAM I 29 JAN 79 2 FSB 79 5 FEB 79




SAMPLE OF SOMB ACTUAL POM-81 CPAM ISSUES
Global limitations affecting training capability
Issue: Should funding shortages that limit the capability
to train be fully supported in POM-81?
Background: An austere funding climate during the past years
has made it necessary to fund at marginal or
sub-marginal levels several requirements that
impose limitations on CNET's capability to train.
Continued underfunding will cause continued
reductions in this capability.
Discussion: Although not often considered as such during POM
deliberations, these requirements are in direct
support of training
:
' Maintenance of Heal Property . Lack of adequate
funding in the MRP Program has allowed deterior-
ation of CNZT's plant to the extent that it will
eventually create partial paralysis in its support
effectiveness to the Command's mission. Drastic
cuts have been taken primarily because deferral
of real property maintenance has been the least





' Military Construction . Sufficient MCON funds
have not been provided to replace overaged build-
ings. Nearly half the plant should be considered
for replacement or modernization by the year
2000 if the long-term future of the Navy's educa-
tion and training capability is to be safeguarded.
' General Purpose Electronic Test Equipment (GPETE)
.
An PY-79 backlog of $1.5 million in GPETE initial
outfitting requirements for new Navy Training
Plan courses has been identified. Other sustain-
ing requirements to meet increases in student
loads or improved training methodology will in-
crease the total size of the backlog to over
$7 million. CHNAVMAT plans to provide $220
thousand and $k2% thousand in PY-79 and FY-80,
respectively, for GPETE procurement. Graduates
from courses not fully supported by required
GPETE will arrive at their duty stations without
the desired technical competence.
' Technical Training Equipment (TTE) Installation
and Maintenance . CNET TTE depot level maintence
(overhaul) requirements are $11, $3> and $ij.





Limited available O&MN funds have of necessity
been expended by NAVSSA for equipment installa-
tion only (approximately $6.0M each year for
FY-1977 and PY-1978) since OSD eliminated over-
haul funds from NAVSEA's budget in FY-1977 and
PY-1978). Continued underfunding will result
in inoperative equipment and "paper-and-pencil"
maintenance training.
' Simulator Acquisition . Warfare sponsor require-
ments for new simulators continue to grow and have
exceeded the workload capacity of NAVTRAEQUIPCEN
Orlando for acquisition. Inadequate support in
previous POM years has resulted in an insufficient
contract administration capability.
Alternatives: 1. Provide no additional funds for overcoming
shortfalls.
2. Provide funds to overcome shortfalls and
level fund annual reoccurring requirements
over the POM years.
3» Provide funds to overcome shortfalls and
level fund in POM years for MRP, TTE, and
GPETE, fund MGON requirements at a reduced








An assessment of each of the alternatives is
provided in the individual CPAM issues attached.
Alternative 1 retains status quo and continua-
tion of debilitating training shortfalls.
Alternative 2 in each issue paper is recommended
since it is the only alternative that will sus-
tain an adequate level of support.
SOURCE: POM-81 Issue Paper CNET, Code N-301.
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Appendix u icont, j
GLOBAL TRAINING LIMITATIONS CPAM ISSUE - FYDP CHANGES
FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85
.ternative 1 - no change
ternative 2
MSUP
V POSITIONS +50 +100 +150 +150 +150
NDS ($000)
MN
CIVSAL (S/S) +444 +1331 +2218 +2661 +2661
MRP +22400 +8400 +1700 +1000 +2000
TTE +5500 +5000 +4500 +4000 +4000
SIMSUP +9384 +6721 +4058 +4058 +4058
TOTAL +37728 +21452 +12476 +11179 +12719
N (GPETE) +4000 +4000 +4000 +1500 +1500
ON +76000 +76000 +76000 +76000 +76000




MRP* +22400 +8400 +1700 +1000 +2000
TTE* +5500 +5000 +4500 +4000 +4000
SIMSUP +12226 +12226 +12226 +12226 +12226
TAL +40126
»
+25626 +18426 +17226 +18226
N (GPETE)* +4000 +4000 +4000 +1500 +1500
ON +50000 +50000 +50000 +50000 +50000
TAL FUNDS +94126 +79626 +72426 +68726 +69726
* Same amounts shown for MRP, TTE, and GPETE in Alternative 2. In event
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NARM DATA ENTRY SHEET (NDES) INSTRUCTIONS
A. INTRODUCTION
1. Purpose : The purpose of the Navy Resource Model
(NARM) Data Entry Sheet (NDES) is to enter date into the
Program Objectives Memorandum (POM) data base. To allow the
use of the word processing equipment, the NDES will be typed
using an Optical Character Recognition (OCR) typing font
2. NDES Example . Within bounds, the order in which data
is recorded on the NDES is flexible and the format is designed
to reduce the number of repetitive entries. For example,
TAB A is a completed NDES in which OP-03 proposes a change in
Navy support to the U.S. Coast Guard. The 0P-03 analyst


















Data ordering should be selected so as to avoid repetitive
entries.
3. Level of Detail : The level of detail requirement for
the POM-ftl data collection effort is described in TAB B and is
mandatory.
B. TYPING REQUIREMENTS . Since OCR equipment will be used to
read the NDES, the following typing rules must be followed:
1. Character Set: The typing font is the OCR-B/IBM #210





2. Character Pitch ; 10 characters per inch.
3. Ink Color ; Black must be used. For IBM Selectric
typewriters use IBM ribbon #1136390. It is most important
that the character imprint be sharp.
4 * Co^ect^ons^ : An ¥ corrections made during NDES
preparation must be made in accordance with enclosure (3).
Neither correction tape nor white-out are acceptable methods
of correction.
5. Paper : NDES forms are available in OP-901M and must
be used. All copies of the NDES submitted to OP-901M must be
original; reproduced copies cannot be read by OCR equipment.
6. Margins : There must be a one inch margin on each side
of the naper. Any margin marking must be in non-reproducable
red or yellow ink and not black.
7. Spacing : All sheets must be double spaced.
C. DATA TAGS . A data tag is an identifier used to establish
the character and purpose of the data described by the tag.
1. Valid Tags . Data tags must be cited by the. abbrevia-
tion followed by a colon (:); i.e., PE:, UIC:, RS : , SERIAL:,
TITLE:, CL:, APPN : , LI:, PRI : , TOTAL:, JUSTIFICATION:. The
































a All tags except for SERIAL: and TITLE: must be
the first entrv on each line. The first letter of RS : must
be aligned under the arrow which defines the left margin of
the NDES; all tags except RS : may be preceded by spaces,
Without exception, all tags must be followed by a colon (:)
and the colon must be followed by a code or title as appro-
priate, with no spaces between the colon and the code or
title.
b. The first entry on any NDES will be either RS : or
CONTINUATION SERIAL:. If the first entry is RS : , it must be
followed on the same line by SERIAL:, and then TITLE:. Any
number of spaces is permitted between RS : , SERIAL:, and
TITLE:. If there is a continuation sheet from a previous
NDES, then the first word on the sheet will be CONTINUATION
followed by a space and then SERIAL:.
Example
:
RS:OP03 SERIAL:4543 TITLE : RESTRUCTURE USCG (first
page)
CONTINUATION SERIAL: 4543 (second page)
c. The second line of information will be the year
span for the data to be entered on the NDES. Although the
spacing between years is not critical, all five program years
must be depicted. The titles employed for year can be any of
the following:
Example:
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85
FY1981 FY1982 FY1983 FY1984 FY1985
81 82 83 84 85
d. The next entry will be
the program change. Use priority 10
changes between the Minimum and Ba
through 899 for program changes betw
Levels. Sponsors desiring to prior
the Minimum Level may use prioriti
prioritized program changes in the
assigned 000. Sponsors desiring
program changes above the Enhanced
bases may do so using priorities 900
the priority assigned to
through 499 for program
sic Levels; priority 500
een the Basic and Enhanced
itize program changes in
es 001 through 099; non-
Minimum Level should be
to include prioritized
Level in their SPP data
through 999.
e. The next entry will be the data tag which changes





The rules for dependency between data tags will be given in
paragraph E.l. "Rules for Data Tags (Specific)."
Example
:
























In the above example, APPN:, LI:, and CL: change the least
often; therefore, these three codes are listed first. The
assumptions underlying this approach are:
(1) If a data tag is not entered, its value is
assumed to be blank.
(2) If a data tag and value are entered, the same
value is assumed for that tag until either the entry of the
same tag with a different value, or the beginning of a new
serial.
f. All data values will be entered on the same line
as the lowest level of detail (in the example above, UIC:).
All dollars will be entered in thousands, while MILPERS,
CIVPERS and forces will be entered in actual numbers (MILPERS
is stated as number of officers/number of enlisted).
(1) For procurement account changes which alter














In this case, one item costing $3,060,000 is to be
removed from the program in FY81, two items costing $6,720,000
are to be removed in FY82, etc.
(2) For changes to military personnel, the form












In the first example, 30 fewer officers and 50
fewer enlisted are programmed for FY81, etc. In the second
example, 10 fewer enlisted are programmed for FY81 with no
change in officers.
(3) For changes not involving either quantities or









FY84 FY 8 5
(4) In those instances in which there is no change
in a vear, the entry will be "0" (zero).
Caution i Do not use "0 or the alphabetic "0".
Example :




(5) If the data value is negative, the minus sign
must immediately precede the number. No " + " (plus) signs are





(6) No $ (dollar) signs are permitted on any data
(7) The maximum number of digits for a data value
Is eight (8) (including the minus sign, if any).
g. The last entry of data will be followed by a
COTAL: line summing the total dollar change for the serial.
1PN dollars by serial will be calculated by OP-901M, and
should not be included in this total. The Sponsor must,
lowever, submit a separate serial for each fiscal guidance
Level specified in CPFG II containing the lump sum total MPN
:hange for all serials in each level. No data tags other than
*S:, SERIAL:, TITLE:, APPN : and TOTAL: will appear in thi*
serial. The titles "MPN Total, Minimum; MPN Total, Basic; MPN
Potal, Enhanced" will be used as appropriate . These MPN
:otaling serials will be dropped from the data base when the
JARM accomplishes the MPN calculation.
h. Following the TOTAL: line will be the justifica-
:ion for the serial. The justification should contain the
following information:
(1) A description of the program and the intent of
:he program change.
(2) Rationale/justification for the program change
ind priority assigned.
(3) Line-item titles, additional information, and
*AD III base information as desired.
(4) The name, office symbol, and telephone number
>f the individual completing the NDES.
i. If the data and/or justification for any serial
require second or third pages, continuation pages may be used,
'age 1 of the serial may stop at any convenient place. The




CONTINUATION SERIAL: 4350 PAGE 2





D. DATA TAG RULES.
1. APPN t Appropriation, force and manpower category
codes are contained in Tab C, the Appropriation Dictionary.
Non-add appropriation and line-item codes to permit tracking
of designated MILPERS critical ratings and CIVPERS high grades
(GS-13 and above) are contained in enclosure (2). The appro-
priate code is required for all data. The following data tag
must not be placed before the APPN: line.
LI: (Line-Item)
If placed before APPN:, line-item will be ignored.
2. LI_: The line-item code dictionaries are contained in
TAB D and enclosure (2). The line-item dictionaries show a
six digit code for each line-item. The last four digits
should be entered following LI:. For example, the dictionary
shows 340125; the correct entry is LI:0125. Since line-item
is dependent upon appropriation, this code may not be entered
before the appropriation code. Line-item codes are mandatory
for the following: Ship Forces (Class), Aircraft Forces
(Type/Model/Series), all procurement accounts, RDT&E projects,
O&MN/OMNR, MILPERS and CIVPERS. If a new line-item title or
code is needed, the word "NEW" should be inserted after LI:.
However, no new line-items are permitted in OMN/ OMNR . The
serial title will be used as the line-item title until the
Appropriation Sponsor review. A full decription of each "NEW"





required for all data.
codes are listed in TAB E and are
4. UIC : The valid UIC, and PE appropriate to a UIC,
codes are listed in the Department of the Navy Five-Year
Defense Program (DNFYP) Dictionary referred to as "Dictionary
90". A UIC entry is mandatory where indicated in TAB B. The
UIC entry is a five character code derived by dropping the
first alphabetic character and using the next five characters.





5. PE: Valid program element codes are available in the
esource"~Allocat ion Display (RAD) Dictionary. All data must
e entered against an existing PE code . The entry "NEW" is
ot acceptable for a PE entry; any new program elements must
e coordinated through the Department of the Navy Program
nf ormation Center (DONPIC)
.
AB
6. RS : The Resource Sponsor Dictionary is contained




The four digit serial number for the program
be entered beginning with the lowest serial
ssigned to Resource Sponsors in TAB F.
SERIAL:
should
8. TITLE : The title of the program change that best
escribes the proposed programmatic action should be entered,
itle length should not exceed 30 characters. The title for
ach serial must contain the Warfare Task/Supporting Warfare














































The total dollar change in thousands of
for this serial (less MPN) will be entered in the
ppropriate year column.
10. JUSTIFICATION : Provide j ust i f i ca t i on / r a t i ona 1 e /
rogram description as outlined in paragraph C.2.h. above.
11. PRI : Each program change (serial) above the Minimum
evel program must be prioritized. Program change serials
hich adjust the FYDP program to the Minimum Level will be
ssigned priority 000 through 099. Program change serials to
reate the Basic Level program will have a priority in the





D. DATA TAG RULES .
1. APPN ; Appropriation, force and manpower category
codes are contained in Tab C, the Appropriation Dictionary.
Non-add appropriation and line-item codes to permit tracking
of designated MILPERS critical ratings and CIVPERS high grades
(GS-13 and above) are contained in enclosure (2). The appro-
priate code is required for all data. The following data tag
must not be placed before the APPN: line.
LI: (Line-Item)
If placed before APPN:, line-item will be ignored.
2. LI_: The line-item code dictionaries are contained in
TAB D and enclosure (2). The line-item dictionaries show a
six digit code for each line-item. The last four digits
should be entered following LI:. For example, the dictionary
shows 340125; the correct entry is LI:0125. Since line-item
is dependent upon appropriation, this code may not be entered
before the appropriation code. Line-item codes are mandatory
for the following: Ship Forces (Class) , Aircraft Forces
(Type/Model/Series), all procurement accounts, RDT&E projects,
O&MN/OMNR, MILPERS and CIVPERS. If a new line-item title or
code is needed, the word NEW" should be inserted after LI:.
However, no new line-items are permitted in OMN/ OMNR . The
serial title will be used as the line-item title until the
Appropriation Sponsor review. A full decription of each "NEW"





required for all data.
codes are listed in TAB E and are
4. UIC : The valid UIC, and PE appropriate to a UIC,
codes are listed in the Department of the Navy Five-Year
Defense Program (DNFYP) Dictionary referred to as "Dictionary
90". A UIC entry is mandatory where indicated in TAB B. The
UIC entry is a five character code derived by dropping the
first alphabetic character and using the next five characters.






500-899. Priority 900 through 999 may be used
above the Enhanced Level, if desired.
f o r seridls
E. CORRECTIONS TO SUBMITTED NDES . After NDES are submitted
to OP-901M, NDES data will be transcribed onto tape and
listings of transcribed data will be provided to the applic-
able Sponsor and OP-90 Action Officer. Side-by-side
comparisons of the listings and NDES data will be made and
corrections noted on the listing. After the data base has
been confirmed as being correct, all further adjustments will
be in the form of "deltas" to the SPP data base. Sponsors
preparing "delta" data sheets should leave the RS : field
blank.
F. SPECIAL RULES .
1. APPN ; Any NDES using appropriation codes of M I LPERS
and/or CIVH must contain the non-add APPN:CRIT entry to detail
changes in critical ratings/civilian high grades as described
in enclosure (2) even if there are no critical rating/high
grade changes.
2. O&MN RULES . Sponsors should, be aware of the following
rules which , If Ignored, could result in the loss or incorrect
allocation of O&MN resources:
a. The following program elements are not allowed
ha^e O&MN funding:
to
(1) Program 4 Program Elements.
(2) NIF Program Elements those beginning
720.
with
b. The O&MN line-item dictionary in TAB D is a
combination of Budget Classification Codes (BCCs) and NAVMAT
Data Base line-items. BCCs can be distinguished from NAVMAT
Data Base line-items by the fact that the long title for the
3CC will contain a three place alpha-numeric code. Sponsors
are cautioned that BCC li ne-items must not be used when
addressing the NAVMAT claimancies (NAVAIR, NAVSEA, NAV5LEX,
NAVSUP, NAVFAC, NAVMAT) . NAVMAT Data Base line-items must be
used for these claimancies.
TAB A - SAMPLE NDES
TAB B - LEVEL OF DETAIL REQUIREMENT
TAB C - APPROPRIATION DICTIONARY
TAB D - LINE-ITEM CODE DICTIONARY
TAB E - CLAIMANT CODE ' DICTIONARY
TAB F - SPONSOR DICTIONARY
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[ V J~"l I \ I r I L_y /
ALIGN FIRST CHARACTER i UNDER THIS ARROW

























UIC:12340 3/30 3/30 3/30 3/30 3730
APPN:CRIT
LI:0011 2 2 2 . 2 2
LI:OOQ1 28 28 28 28 28
APPN:0MN
LI:0193
UIC :56789 100 100 100 100 100
CL:25
APPNtMCON
iLj*^t ...*-«-w*i laJii^iaa C, V* ,'. tTlAlMtUabV.'*'".
'"- ' ,' ."i' r* "^ST*S9BSKEBK?-,K535' ^-""SKS =' " ~. •'
DO NOT TYPE BELOW THIS LINE GPO 931 »97 OPNAV 7110/63 (1-78)
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Appendix Q (cont. ) NARM DATA ENTRY SHEET
ALIGN FIRST CHARACTER 'UNDER THIS ARROW
HI
C ONTINUATION S ERIAL:6543




-1100 -7000 -200 100 100
JUSTIFICATION: A LETTER WAS RECEIVED FROM THE DEPARTMENT]
OF TRANSPORTATION WHICH SAID THAT THE NAVY WOULD HAVE TO PATROL
THE 200 MILE FISHING LIMIT. THE NAVY AGREED/ BUT TOLD THE DE-
PARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION THAT ALL MISCELLANEOUS PROCUREMENT
IN SUPPORT OF THE COAST GUARD WOULD BE REMOVED. THE BEST VES-
SEL TO PERFORM THE PATROL IS AN FFG-7. SHIP OPS ACCOUNT AND
MANNING INCREASED TO ACCOMMODATE REQUIREMENT. MILCON ADDED TO
EXTEND PIER AND BUILD AN CLUB AT PORT TERRIBLE TO SUPPORT
PATROL OPS. THE REFERENCES ARE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
MEMO SERIAL 2345 DATED 13 DECEMBER 1978 AND SECNAV MEMO SERIAL
4557 DATED 1 JANUARY 1979. VCNO APPROVAL FOR THIS CHANGE OB-
TAINED AT NADEC ON NAVY-USCG COOPERATION ON 14 JAN 79. CDR. X.
I. SMITH/ X39875/ CODE 0P-320C2.
(SOURCE-APPENDIX Q: POM SERIAL 81-11, Enclosure 1
December 13, 1973. )




CLASSROOM SIMULATION OF THE NAVY'S POM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
A. BACKGROUND
In past years, one of the curricula which was offered
by the Naval Postgraduate School was called Personnel Manage-
ment. The student input to that curriculum was discontinued
in 1976 because the inventory of personnel management sub-
specialists exceeded P-code requirements for that
sub-specialty. In response to educational skill require-
ments which were originated by the Chief of Naval Personnel,
the Personnel Management curriculum was revised and sub-
sequently renamed the Manpower/Personnel Analysis Curriculum
(8I4.7). The new curriculum is more quantitatively oriented
than its predecessor. The first Manpower/Personnel Analysis
students began their studies in January 1978 and graduated
in June 1979. The Manpower/Personnel Analysis curriculum
provides its students with a background in such areas as:
Manpower Requirements Determination; Manpower Planning
Models; Navy Institutional Personnel Processes; Macro, Micro,
and Manpower Economics; Manpower Personnel Policy Analysis;
Management Information Systems: Probability and Statistics;
and Accounting. This curriculum was designed to prepare
students for Manpower/Personnel Analysis billets within




This thesis was written in order to provide students
in the Manpower/Personnal analysis curriculum with back-
ground and experience in Navy manpower management. This
enclosure documents a classroom simulation designed to give
officer students experience in the Navy's manpower planning
and programming process.
B. SIMULATION DESIGN
Since most of the Navy's Manpower Planning and Program-
ming occurs as a result of the POM development process, it
seemed logical for the class to simulate the Navy's POM
development process. However, in order for the class to
simulate POM development, they had to be familiar with PPBS
as well as POM development. So, two briefings were prepared.
The first one described the PPBS system and the second one
discussed the PCM development process. The next requirement
was to design the simulation.
The simulation was constrained by three variables: time
available, number of students available (11) and student
inexperience with POM development. Originally, the simula-
tion was planned as a three day evolution, i.e., three one-hour
class periods. The PPBS briefing had been given a few weeks






MONDAY Deliver POM Development briefing, describe the
simulation, assign simulation roles.
TUESDAY GFAM Development, sponsors brief OP-96 concern-
ing CPAM issues.
WEDNESDAY OP-96 prepare summary CPAM I (3800-0830, OP-96
present summary CPAM I to PDRC/CEB 0830-0900.
Other players work on SPPs O8OO-O83O and parti-
cipate in the CPAM delivery 0830-0900.
THURSDAY Sponsors brief OP-01 concerning SPP issues
O8OO-O83O, OP-01 present SPPs to PDRC/CEB
0830-0900, everyone participates in SPP delivery.
Although the PPBS and POM development presentations and
the simulation schedule were integral parts of the simulation
design process, the success or failure of an experiement such
as this is almost solely dependent upon how well the roles
are played. Therefore, it was very important to select
students and professors who could play the roles properly.
Based upon the time available to conduct the simulation
and the background experience of the Manpower/Personnel
students involved, the following key roles were identified:
SECDEF, JCS, CNO, SPONSORS, CLAIMANTS, ACTIVITIES AND PDRC/
CEB. The personnel selected to play each of these roles
were selected based upon their personalities and prior ex-
perience. For example, the person who was selected to be
3ECDEF has a strong will, quick mind and is quite capable of
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directing an organization. One of the students is a Marine
officer, so he was a natural choice for Chairman of the JCS.
Two professors played the roles of PDRG/CEB board members
and one of them acted as the CNO. Since the class contained
several aviators and surface warfare officers, one of the
aviators was chosen to play OP-05 and one of the surface
warfare officers was selected for the OP-03 role. Another
officer had served on OP-01's staff for several years, so
she was OP-01. Similarly, OP-96 was selected bacause of
his analytical ability. The author coordinated the simula-
tion, so he was OP-090 and other students played the roles
of CINCLANTFLT, CO. of a VP squadron and Commander of a
Navy Recruiting Command. The actual simulation will now be
discussed.
C. THE SIMULATION
The simulation began on Tuesday morning on schedule.
Everyone was sitting in a circle and the official title of
each player was written on a placard which was located on
their desk. The roles had been assigned the previous day
and everyone had been briefed concerning their responsibili-
ties. The players were told that they had one class period
(one hour) to prepare their CPAM issues and that they could
prepare as many CPAM issues as they desired, but the follow-
ing issues had to be addressed: retention shortfalls, top
six ratio, 76% high school graduate policy and military
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health care. The sponsors were briefed to provide OP-96
with CPAM issues as soon as possible, so he could evaluate
them. Before the CPAM working session began, the stage was
set with a news brief. The news brief was partially fact
and partially fiction and was designed to be thought pro-
voking and controversial. This news brief is Enclosure 2.
It was anticipated that some of the players might experience
some difficulty assuming their roles initially, so the author
provided each of them with a five-by-eight card which listed
some potential CPAM issues as well as several possible
solutions to those problems. For example, OP-05 was given
a card which reminded him of the pilot shortage and suggested
the following solutions to that problem: (1) increase the
annual inputs to Plight Training, (2) encourage NFOs to
transition to the 1310 designator, (3) increase flight pay,
(Ij.) offer bonuses to pilots, (5) keep all aviators in flying
billets for the first ten to twelve years of service. However,
some of the solutions to OP-05 ' s problems had an impact on
0P-03. Enclosure 2 addresses a retention problem in the
surface warfare community, as well as the pilot shortage.
The surface warfare retention problem is fictitious and
it was included in the simulation in order to create con-
flicting interests between OP-05 and 0P-03. 0P-03 was also
given a five-by-eight card which contained the following
solutions to his retention problems: (1) 70% of ail USNA
graduates must become surface warfare officers. The remaining
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30% can become aviators, supply corps officers, CEC officers
and Marines, (2) the same restrictions should be placed upon
ROTC graduates.
Similarly, 0P-05 and the VP squadron CO were described
as "old friends from a prior squadron tour. " They were
encouraged to communicate with each other informally, there-
by omitting CONCLANTPLT from some of the communications
between his subordinate activities and the warfare sponsor.
The purpose for intentionally creating conflict during this
simulation was to demonstrate the complexity of the POM
development process. The simulation officially started when
the Secretary of Defense read his Consolidated Guidance to
the other players (this guidance was fictitious).
The Consolidated Guidance addressed the following areas:
DOD Manpower expenditures will be capped at $25 billion
this year and this is 10$ less than last year; plan on in-
creasing tri-service training by 30%; no more than 15% of
the active duty military personnel will be used in training
billets; limit health care expenditures to last year's level;
decrease physician bonuses to 5$ less than last year; man
all operational billets at 95% and increase retention to
50%; reduce fuel consumption by 30% of last year; Congress
wants to cancel the cruise missile; no new projects are
planned and something must be done about the surface warfare
and aviator retention problems. After the Consolidated
Guidance was issued, the POM development simulation began.
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OP-03 and OP-05 were very upset with SSCDEF's Consolida-
ted Guidance, so they debated several issues with him.
During the CPAM preparation phase, OP-03 and OP-05 worked
closely with CINCLANTPLT. The V? squadron CO. provided
CINCLANTPLT with activity level issues and these issues
were debated by OP-03, OP-05 and CINCLANTPLT. OP-01 inter-
acted with all of the players at one time or another. SECDSF
asked questions like the following: Congress wants to know
if the Navy really needs as many ships as it currently has
or if 10% of the fleet could be decommissioned. Is it feas-
ible to cut the top six ratio by 20%? Do we really need the
cruise missile? These questions and others required responses
from JCS, OP-03, OP-05 and OP-01 and they forced the players
to work together. The Commander of the Navy Recruiting
Command worked closely with OP-01 most of the time. 0P-96
rotated from group to group listening to the CPAM issues and
the rationale behind them. OP-090 was observing the entire
group acting as a catalyst and occasionally distributing POM
serials to the other players. The first hour was action-
packed and the time passed quickly.
Wednesday morning the sponsors met with 0P-96 to help
him assess the CPAM issues and prepare Summary CPAM I. The
first half of the class was used to prepare Summary CPAM I
and to start preparing Sponsor Program Proposals, while the
last thirty minutes was used by 0P-96 to present Summary
CPAM I to the PDRC/CEB.
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OP-96 briefed the board that OP-03 was interested in
changing the career/first termer mix from 6O/I4.O to 50/5®
and OP-96 suggested that an SPP might address the impacts
of this issue as well as the feasibility of a S2>/hl mix.
OP-03 requested another Nuclear Powered Carrier that could
be utilized in the Indian Ocean. OP-03 also addressed the
fuel shortage, the new retirement plan, contract hires to
replace some of the top six maintenance requirements and
he wanted 70% of the U3NA graduates to be surface warfare
officers.
0P-05 proposed that the pilot shortage should be top
priority. He recommended that all aviators remain in flying
billets for the first ten to twelve years of service and
that the practice of utilizing pilots in disassociated sea
billets be discontinued. He recommended that all aircraft
carriers should have a five-month deployment cycle, vice
six. 0P-05 also suggested that the 16% high school graduate
figure should be reassessed and that the Naval Academy
should be replaced by a medical school.
0P-01 requested permission "to go in over guidance" in
order to establish a bonus program. She suggested that
contract hires (former military aviators) could be used to
train student pilots, thereby releasing more naval aviators
to fill operational billets. 0P-01 said that, "if A school
training was decreased, then more simulators should be pro-
cured. " She also said that the Senior Petty Officers who
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would provide the non-A school accessions with OJT weren T t
available in the inventory.
The entire class listened to these proposals as they
were presented to the PDRC/GEB by 0P-96. This session was
very worthwhile because it provided the students with an
opportunity to see how major policy decisions may be made
in the Navy.
The Sponsor Program Proposals (3PP) were originally
scheduled for delivery to the PDHC/CEB on Thursday. However,
the sponsors did not have time to develop their S??s on
Wednesday, so they requested that the Thursday session be
used as an SP? work-up period and that the 3?Ps be presented
during the entire hour on Monday. Their proposal was adopted
and the SPPs were presented the following Monday.
The first fifteen minutes of Monday's class were utilized
by OP-01, OP-03 and OP-05 to organize the SPP presentation.
The SPP inputs which were submitted by CINCLANTFLT, OP-03
and CP-05 and presented by OP-01 to the PDRC/CEB are included
in Enclosure 3. The entire class listened to each of the
SPPs as they were presented to the PDRC/GEB and the acting
CNO stimulated further discussion between participants on
debatable issues. OP-03' s first SPP recommended an increase
in fuel allocation for the surface forces. Essentially,
this proposal was presented as follows: $2.1 billion at the
minimum level, $3 billion at the basic level and $l\. billion
at the enhanced level. The minimum level was described as
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a 30% decrease in fuel allocation in accordance with SECDSF's
Consolidated Guidance. However, OP-03 stated that if fuel
allocations were funded at the minimum level it would result
in a 15% reduction in readiness, as well as a 7% reduction
in. first term retention. His defense for this program was
that shipboard personnel joined the Navy to go to sea. The
surface warfare officers want to "learn how to drive and
fight Navy ships better" and the "technicians want to gain
experience by working on their equipment while it's opera-
ting." So, OP-03 argued that a ship must be at sea in order
for its officers and crew to gain valuable training experience.
The CNO pointed out to OP-03 that many representatives from
the surface community have complained of too much time at
sea in the past. In fact, personnel from the surface commu-
nity have always blamed their retention problems on the
fact that Navy ships are at sea too much. In reality, this
issue, as well as the others which are addressed in Enclosure
3, would have been presented to the PDRC and CE3 and most of
them would have been resolved. Issues which were not re-
solved during the CPAM and 3P? presentations would be
presented to the CNO and SECDEF during the Summary CPAM II
presentation; then the end game phase would have started.
D. ARTIFICIALITIES OP THE SIMULATION
POM development is an evolution that continues through-
out the year and it requires the participation of hundreds
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of players. Although most of the key players are located
in Washington, D.C., their offices are scattered throughout
various buildings and it is difficult for them to communi-
cate with each other. In reality, although many of the
sponsors are double-hatted, there are four types of sponsors
(Task, Resource, Appropriations and Assessment).
In contrast, the simulation of POM development was a
four-hour evolution. All of the players, including activi-
ties, were co-located and it was easy for them to communicate
with each other. Each of the sponsors was an aggregate
sponsor, i.e., Task, Resource, Appropriations and Assessment,
and they were expected to perform their duties as such.
It was assumed that each of the Assessment Sponsors
had already presented their CPAM presentos to the PDRC and
CEB and that it was time for the Summary CPAM I presentation.
The PDRC and CEB were combined into one board, vice two,
and all presentations were given to both boards at the same
time. This was done to save time. Similarly, the class-
room exercise did not address the FYDP, CPFG I and II,
RADs I-IV and many other areas. However, it did provide
the students with a good overview of the POM development
process and it was considered to be a worthwhile experience.
S. RECOMMENDATIONS















The PPBS presentation should be given (one hour).
Answer questions about PPBS and give POM develop-
ment presentation.
Answer questions on POM development, describe
CPAM preparation in more detail, describe the
simulation, and assign simulation roles.
Prepare CPAM issues for OP-96, perhaps the
students could write issue/point papers over
the weekend.
Weekend
OP-96 collect issue/point papers and prepare
Summary CPAM I. Other players work on SPPs.
OP-96 present Summary CPAM I to the PDRC/CEB.
Everyone should participate in the Summary CPAM
I presentation.
The Sponsor Program Proposals (SPPs) should be
completed and OP-01 should be briefed accordingly.
The SPPs should be presented by OP-01 (manpower,
personnel and training issues) to the PDRC/CEB.
If there is any time remaining during this
period, the group should take a few minutes to
evaluate the simulation. Their recommendations
should be incorporated into the excercise so
that subsequent classes can benefit from the
experiences of their predecessors. If there is
insufficient time to evaluate the exercise on







1. It is fiscal year 1980/P0M-82.
2. It is an election year (Presidential).
3. The United States has broken off all relations with Iran
because of their firing-squad approach to justice. The
Shah and his family are living on a Carribean Island and
Iran has tried them and sentenced the entire family to
death. In fact, Iranian officials have authorized anyone
to kill them and the killers will not be tried in Iran
because they were acting under orders.
I4.. Since U.S. /Iranian diplomatic relations have been severed,
the U.S. oil crisis is alot worse. The entire country
(U.S.) has gone to a gas rationing program.
5. Although the oil shortage has forced the airlines to
cut back on some of their flights, they are still hiring
military pilots. So, the Navy's pilot shortage still
exists.
6. The military services are now considering large increases
in flight pay and bonuses for pilots in order to retain
good pilots. However, the ship drivers are sick of hear-
ing about how bad the airdales have it. Officer morale
in the surface Navy is worse than it has ever been before
and ship drivers (1100s) are resigning in droves. They
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claim that they are at sea for longer periods of time,
experience more family separations and work longer hours
than any other warfare specialty. So, why should those
primadonna aviators get payed more than they do. They
don't get sea pay and those aviators get flight pay even
while they are students at P.G. School.
7. Congress is well on its way to approving a new retire-
ment package. Looks like some type of vesting retirement
plan.
8. Due to a growing physician shortage and the cost of
military health care, alot of thought is being given
to converting the majority of military health care to
some type of insurance plan. A minimum number of
doctors, nurses and corpsman would be retained to
man the ships, provide health services for remote sites






TO: OP-Ol (ADM. MATTHEWS)
SUBJ: SPP INPUT
REF(a): SECDEF CG
1. The following proposals are submitted for your review:
A. FUEL REDUCTION ( IAW REF. A)
1. Decrease number of ships deployed to the Med as
follows :
Current Proposed Fuel Savings
22 DD/FF/CG 18 $6 million
k AIR/AFS/AE 3 $2 million
2 CV/CVN 2 $
Fuel costs: $58 million $50 million $8 million
IMPACTS: Surface retention increased l±%
Aviation retention decreased 1%
Readiness (logistics) decreased 12%
Readiness (training) decreased 2%
Manpower requirements decreased 2%
2. Reduce out-of-local-area operations by l±0%
Current Proposed Fuel Savings
$i+0 million $35 million $5 million
(12.5%
reduction)
IMPACTS: Retention increased 2.5% (Surface and
Aviation)
Readiness increased 21%
Manpower requirements decreased 1.5%
3. Build a nuclear carrier for Mideast contingencies
(Homeport - Newport, R.I.)
Cost savings (as opposed to conventional carrier)
$!(. million in fuel per year.
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IMPACTS: Shipbuilding costs increased $1.L|. billion
Retention - no effect
Readiness increased 6%
Manpower requirements increased 2.1\%
B. MANPOWER COST REDUCTIONS ( IAW REP. A)
1. Convert two AORs and three AOSs to MSC ships
IMPACTS: Cost Savings: $6.2 million
Manpower Savings: 102 officers, 2,065
enlisted
Readiness: no significant effect (except












^Minimum level reflects 30/o decrease requested by OSD
- would result in 7% decrease of FT personnel
- would reduce readiness levels (currently main-
tained) by 15%
2. Reduce top-six enlisted personnel in shore maintenance
facilities.
MIN: current level
BASIC: reduction of 10,000
ENHANCED: reduction of 30,000
-"-Replacement by contract personnel would significantly
reduce costs.
-^-Reflects OSD directives
3. Maintain current level of USNA personnel to surface
community and increase levels from ROTC and OCS.
MIN: current level
BASIC: %% increase in 1100 personnel
ENHANCED: 10% increase in 1100 personnel
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!(.. Increase reenlistment bonuses for BT rating.
MIN: current bonus
BASIC: $1,000 bonus increase
ENHANCED: $2,000 increase in bonus
5. Increase allocated funds for support in Indian Ocean.
MIN: $500 million increase
BASIC: $1 billion increase
ENHANCED: $2 billion increase
-«-The situation in the Mid-East and Africa is turbulent,






A. BUILD NSW GV - nuclear or conventional (would prefer
nuclear, but would take conventional).
1. This will help increase time in homeport between
deployments for our thirteen other carriers, thus
should impact positively on morale and retention.
2. This may require the building of some additional
other types of ships to form a new carrier task
group. However, this should be no problem since
several are already budgeted for and the Shah of
Iran has consented to let us keep the four destroy-
ers he ordered and will not be using now.
3. The extra CV will enable us to also reduce deploy-
ments from six months to 5 months. Again, this
will help morale and retention.
Ij.. In the face of the current, and possibly future,
fuel shortage, a nuclear carrier will be more
cost-beneficial in the long run. In the short run,
it will impact heavily on our budget, but if an extra




B. AVIATION OFFICER CAREER PATTERNS REVAMP
1. Do away with disassociated sea tours for all aviators
except those who "truly" volunteer for them,
2. Gradually train 1100s or V/.O.s or C.P.O.s to assume
these billets:
(a) If 1100 women get approval to serve aboard CVs,
send them to aviation J.O. school in Pensacola
for aviation familiarization prior to assuming
these jobs.
3. Costs saved through this proposal:
$800,000 x each pilot who stays in
C. DE-EMPHASIZE RECRUITING OF HSDG - EMPHASIZE RECRUIT DIG
OF 11TH-GRADE READING LEVELS
1. Alot of personnel become dissatisfied with the Navy
simply because they cannot read the technical manuals.

























































Assistant Chief of Naval
Assistant Chief of Naval







Automatic Data Processing Equipment
Automatic Data Processing System
Activity Duty Service Date
Advancement, Strength & Training Planning System
Atomic Energy Commission
Advanced Electronics Field
Armed Forces Examining and Entrance Station
Armed Forces Qualifications Teat






















Assistant Secretary of the Navy, Research and
Development























BAQ Basic Allowance for Quarters
BAS Basic Allowance for Subsistance
BB Beltway Bandits (Private Contractors Servicing
Area Military Services)
BCB By Close of Business
BCM Billet Cost Model
BFM Billet File Model
BILDER Billet Derivation Process
BIS Board of Inspection and Survey
"Blue $$" Navy Appropriations (i.e., CNO Sponsored)
BMS Bonus Management System
BOP Balance of Payments
BOOST Broadened Opportunity for Officer Selection
and Training Program
BP Budget Project
BTB Basic Test Battery
3UMSD Bureau of Medicine and Surgery



























Current Activity Duty Date

















Chief of Naval Operations Executive Board
Chief of Naval Information





















































Commander in Chief U.S. Naval Forces, Europe
Commander in Chief Atlantic Fleet
Commander in Chief Pacific Fleet
Class Improvement Plan
Cost Information Reports




CNO/OP-Ol Management Information System
Center for Naval Analysis
Chief of Naval Air Reserve Training
Chief of Naval Technical Training
Chief of Naval Development
Chief of Naval Education and Training
Chief of Naval Material
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Operations Budget Office
Chief of Naval Operations Command Management
Information System
Chief of Naval Personnel (CHNAVPERS)
Chief of Naval Research
Commander Navy Recruiting Command








Commander Military Sealift Command
Comparator Subsystem
Commander Naval Communications Command
Commander Naval Intelligence Service
Commander, Navy Security Group
Commander Naval Weather Service





Cost Plus Award Fee (Contract Type)
CNO Program Analysis Memorandum
Contractor Performance Evaluation
Contractor Performance Evaluation Group
Contractor Performance Evaluation Plan
Civilian Position File
Cost Plus Fixed Fee (Contract Type)
CNO Program and Fiscal Guidance






























































The Defense Advisory Committee on Women in
the Service
Department of Army, Personnel, Enlisted
Detection, Action Response Technique
Determination and Findings
Defense Communications Agency
Defense Contract Audit Agency
Defense Contract Administration Services
Due Close of Business
Design Change Listing
Design Change Notice






Defense Construction Supply o<
Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics
Director of Defense Research and Engineering






Department of the Navy Five Year Plan
Defense Guidance
Data Item Description Form
Defense Integrated Data System
Director
Data Item Requirement
Director of Navy Laboratories





DLP Director Laboratory Programs
DM Directed Manning
DMR Date Material Required
DMS Defense Materials System
DMSO Director Major Staff Office
DNA Defense Nuclear Agency
DNC Director Naval Communications
DNET Director, Navy Education and Training
DNI Director Navy Intelligence
DNL Director Navy Laboratories
DNPP Director of Navy Programs Planning (OP-090)
DO Duty Officer
DOD Department of Defense
DON Department of Navy
DONPIC Department of the Navy Program Information Center
DP Data Processing
DP Development Proposals
DPEP Direct Procured Enlistment Program
DPPC Defense Planning & Programming Categories
DPPG Defense Policy and Planning Guidance
DPM Decision Planning Memorandum
DPM Draft Presidential Memorandum
DPS Decision Package Sets
DPPG Defense Planning and Programming Guidance
DPPO Direct Procurement of Petty Officers
DFPO District Printing and Publications Office
DPRC Defense Program Review Committee
DRD Data Requirement Description
DRJ Data Requirement Justification
DRMS Defense Resource Management Study
DRP Direct Requisitioning Procedure
DRRB Data Requirement Review Board
D/S Development Assist
DSA Defense Supply Agency
DSRV Deep Sea Rescue Vehicle
DTC Design to Cost
DTP Design to Price
DWS Design Work Study
E
EAC Estimated Cost of Completion
EAOS Expiration Active Obligated Service
EB Enlistment Bonus
ECP Engineering Change Proposal
EDD Estimated Delivery Date
EDG Exploratory Development Goal
EDP Electronic Data Processing
EDPE Electronic Data Processing Equipment
SIA Electronic Industries Association
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SIC Equipment Identification Code
ENT-NAC Entrance-National Agency Check
END-GAME Pinal POM Development Phase
EOB Expense Operating Budget
EOC End of Construction
EPA Extended Planning Annex
SPA Enlisted Programmed Authorizations (Replaced EH?)
EPG Extended Planning Guidance
EPMI3 Enlisted Personnel Management Information System
ERATE Examinations Rate
ERC Enlisted Rating Coordinator
ERP Enlisted Requirements Plan
ERP Equipment Repair Parts
ETA Estimated Time of Arrival
ETPPB Experimental Training Program Policy Board
FAS Fueling at Sea
FAST Force Analysis, Simulation Technique
FAST Force Structure Projection Model
FCT Final Contract Trials
FDGM Final Defense Guidance Memorandum
FC-C Fiscal Guidance Category
FGM Fiscal Guidance Memorandum
FIFO First In-First Cut
FIT First Indication of Trouble
FM Facilities Maintenance
F&M Force and Mission
FMF Fleet Marine Force
FMICS Financial Management Information and Control Program
FMS Final Multiple Score
FORSTAT Force Status
FPC Flow Process
FRIP Fleet Readiness Improvement Program
FRG Female Rating Goals
FS Feasibility Study
FSR Field Service Representative
FTDS Formal Training Data System (See NITRAS)
FUNOWING Functional Wing
FY Fiscal Year
FYDP Five Year Defense Plan (Program)























































International Balance of Payments
Industrial College of the Armed Forces
Inventory Control Point
Initial Draft Presidential Memorandum



























Joint Army and Navy
Joint Chiefs of Staff
Joint Force Memorandum
Joint Intelligence Estimate for Planning
Joint Long Range Strategic Studies
Joint Operating Agreement
Joint Program Assessment Memorandum
Joint Research and Development Objective Document
Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan
Joint Strategic Objectives Plan
Joint Strategic Planning Document
Joint Strategic Planning System
Joint Military Pay System
Joint Recruiting Command Committee





























































Manpower Training Personnel Flan
Management and Organization
Military Assistance Program
Manpower Personnel Management Information System
Manpower and Personnel Management Information
Systems Billet Pile
Military Attrition Prediction/Military Service
Inventory
Manpower Personnel Research and Development
Marine Corps
Manpower Research Data Analysis Center
Manpower Requirements and Resource Control System
Manpower Allocation Requirements Plan
Manpower Alternatives Subsystem
Management by Objective
Marine Corps Operation Analysis Group
Mission Concept Paper
Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy












































Management Oriented Budget Information System
Modification
JCS Memorandum of Policy
Manpower Authorization (CPNAV Form 1000/2)
Major Program Memorandum
Military Personnel Navy (an appropriation)
Military Personnel, Marine Corps (an
appropriation
)
Management Personnel Plan Contract Require-
ments
Manpower Personnel and Training
Modification Request
Manpower and Reserve Affairs





























Navy Decision Center (CP-090)
Navy Authorized Data List
Naval Aviation Integrated Logistics Support
Center
Naval Aviation Logistics Center
OPNAVINST lj.790.2A Naval Aviation Maintenance
Navy Manpower Planning System (Mini-Namos,
Interim NAMPS, NAMPS)
Navy Resource Model
Naval Air Systems Command
Director, Naval Audit Service
Naval Aviation Cadet
Conptroller of the Navy


























































Headquarters Naval Material Command
Navy Program Evaluation Procedures
Bureau of Naval Personnel (Synonymous with
SUPERS
)
Navy Publications and Forms Center (Philadelphia)
Naval Research
Naval Sea Systems Command
Naval Ship Engineering Center
Naval Security Group
Naval Supply Systems Command
(Land/Pac) Naval Surface Force Atlantic
Navy Veterans
Director of Budget and Reports
Navy Cost Center
Navy Command and Control Information
Navy Campus for Achievement
Navy Cost Information System
Navy Capabilities Plan
Navy Current Procurement Directive
Naval Civilian Personnel Instruction (Civil
Service Employee)
National Capital Region
Navy Development Concept Paper
Navy Decision Coordination Paper
Narm Data Entry Sheets









Department Five Year Plan
Department Program Information Center
Enlisted Classification
Federal Credit Union
Education and Training Processing
Development Center
Navy Finance Center, Cleveland, Ohio
Naval Federal Credit Union
Nuclear Field Program
Nuclear Field Quot. Test
Navy Industrial Fund
National Intelligence Projections for Planning
Not in Stock
Naval Intelligence Support Center
Navy Integrated Training Resources
System
Navy Logistics Information System
Navy Logistics Management School
Navy Long-Range Guidance
Naval Magazine
National Military Command Center
Navy Manpower Data Accounting System
























































Navy Military Personnel Center
No Maintenance Required
Navy Mid-Range Guidance
Navy Manpower Requirement System
New Obligational Authority
















Publication and Printing Service
Personnel Research & Development
Non-Prior Service
Navy Recruiting District
Navy Regional Pinance Center
Naval Research Lab








National Security Industrial Association
Navy Support Plan
Navy Support and Mobilization Plan
Naval Ships Research and Development Center
(David Taylor Model Basin)
Naval Ship Repair Pacility





Navy Training Flan Conference
Navy Transaction Tapes (AMON)
Newely Commissioned Naval Aviator














































Office of the Assistant Secretary (Defense) Navy
Operating Budget
Overtaken by Events
Occupational Speciality School (Guarantee Program)
Oceanographer of the Navy
Office of Civilian Manpower Management
Civilian Personnel
Data










Officer in Charge of Construction
Operational Improvement Program
On the Job Training
Office of Legislative Affairs
Operational Logistic Support Plan
Office of Management and Budget
Office of Management Information
Operations and Maintenance, Navy
Office of Naval Research
Office of Program Appraisal (SECNAV)
Officer Programmed Authorizations (Replaced ORP)
Outlining Process Chart
Operational Evaluation
Other Procurement Navy (an appropriation)
Office of the Chief of Naval" Operations
Operating Problems Requiring Research and Development
Operating Target
Cperationsl Test and Evaluation Porce
Operational Requirements
Officer Requirement Plans
Office of the Secretary of Defense
Operational Sequence Diagram
Office of the Secretary of Navy
Other Service Veterans
Operational Test and Evaluation








Program Analysis and Evaluation
Performance and Compatibility Requirements




















































Programs and Financial Management

























Program Objectives Development Review Committee
Program Development Review Committee
Objective Memorandum Development Working Group
Element
Program Element Descriptive Data Sheet
the Personal Force Management System













Program Objectives Change Proposal
Projected Operational Environment
Program Objectives Memorandum


































Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System
Program Planning Document
Planning and Programming Guidance
Pro-Pay Program




Pool Repair Cycle Time
Projected Rotation Date
Previous
Personalized Recruiting for Immediate and
Delayed Enlistment
Guaranteed Assignment Program for Navy
Veterans




















Quality Assurance Test and Inspection
Quality Control
















Recruit Allocation Control System
Resource Allocation Display
Recruit Assistance Program





Research, Development Test and Evaluation, Navy

























USN Prior Service Accessions
Resource and Mission Sponsor Plan
Required Operational Capabilities
Regular Overhaul Cycle (for ships)
Reserve Personnel, Navy (an appropriation)
Regular Reenlistment Bonus Program
Resource Requisitions Request










































Senate Armed Service Committee
Selection Board Eligible
Selection Board Ineligible
System Consolidation for Accession and Training
Ship Construction Navy
Selective Conversion and Reenlistment Program
Success Chances of Recruits Entering the Navy










Surgeon General of the Navy, Chief
School Guarantee Program
the Ship Acquisition Project Manager
Shore Manpower Document
Shore Required Operational Capability















SITE Shipboard Information, Training and Entertainment
Program
SITREP Situation Report
SMD Ship Manning Document
SMD Ship Manpower Document
SMS Surface Missile System
COC Suboperational Capabilities
SPAN Strength Planning* Model
SPLICE Systems for Planned Learning, Using Individual
CRED elements
SPP Sponsor Program Proposals
SPP Shortage Specialty Pay
SPS Ships Planning System
SQMD Squadron Manning Document
SQMD Squadron Manpower Document
SR Seaman Recruit
SRB Selective Reenlistment Bonus
SRBP Selective Reenlistment Bonus Program
SROP Self Renewing Occupational Field
SRT Short Reading Test
SSC Service School Command
SSC Supply Support Center
SSM Surface to Surface Missile
SSP Source Selection Plan
3SP Sponsor Program Proposals for Education and
Training
SSP Shortage Speciality Pay
33TP Submarine School Training Flan
SSW Surface to Surface Warfare
STAPLAN Status, Time and Attrition Planning Methodology
STAR Selective Training and Reenlistment
STRAWMAN Brief or Outline for Program/Meeting
STO Science and Technology Objectives
STS Survival Tracking System
SWF Surface Warfare Plan
SYS CONS Systems Command
TA Type Availability
TAC Tactical Air Command
TAFMS Total Active Federal Military Service
TANS Total Active Naval Service
TAR Technical Advisory Report
TAR Task Assignment Request
TAS Total Active Service
TBFR Training Billet File Report
TCAMO Take Charge and March Off
TCO Technical Contracting Office
TCO Test Control Officer
TCO Termination Contracting Officer
TSAC Training and Educational Advisory Committee
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TEMAC Temporary Active Duty
TPDG Total Force Development Committee
TPG Tentative Fiscal Guidance
TIR Time in Rate
TLG Tentative Logistics Guidance
TLR Top Level Requirements
TLS Top Level Specifications
TM Technical Manual
TMU Transients Monitoring Unit
TP Talking Paper
TPG Transients Processing Conference
TPOM Tentative Program Objectives Memorandum
TPPA Transients, Patients and Prisoners Accounts
TRAC Training Resources Advisory Committee
TRAPS Training Requirements and Planning Subsystem
TRC Training Requirements Committee
TRIM Training Requirements Information Management
TRP Training Requirements Panel
TRP Training and Education Requirements Panel









VAH Heavy Attack Aircraft
VAL Light Attack Aircraft
VAMOSC Visibility and Management Operations Support Cost
VCNO Vice Chief of Naval Operations
VERTREP Vertical Replenishment
V? Patrol Squadron
VRBF Variable Reenlistment Bonus Program
VSTOL Vertical Short Take-off and Landing
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c.l The process of
determining manpower
requirements and its
relationship to PPBS.

